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PREFACE
In January 2008 the Urban Region Studio, of Professor Kelly Shannon from the Catholic University of Leuven
(department ASRO), and the Urban Atelier by Assistant Professor Jörg Rekittke from Wageningen University
(Chairgroup Landscape Architecture), worked collaborative on the city of Khulna, Bangladesh. This cooperation created for us the opportunity to explore our profession in a non-western world.
A partial, digital 3D working model of the city of Khulna was created by us in order to support the preparation
and analysis phase preliminary to the fieldwork. The working model was developed by using the software system Lenné3D, an interactive tool for realtime landscape visualisation. The purpose was to model the project
area with visualization software based on GIS-input. The modelling activities focussed us on the indigenous
pond structure in the urban tissue of Khulna.
We started our journey towards the city of Khulna in February 2008 together with the students of the two parallel studios. Under supervision of Assistant Professor Jörg Rekittke, Professor Kelly Shannon and Assistant
Professor Ward Verbakel we did extensive and intriguing fieldwork on site for several weeks. In Khulna we got
assistance of students of Khulna University, from the departments of Planning and Architecture, to help us with
interviewing the inhabitants and giving insights on several aspects of their city.
Working on an academic level and on a site as Khulna city gave us the possibility to search for the essence of
landscape architecture. An essence that is focused on the basic needs of its inhabitants and the underlying
landscape processes.
We would like to thank our two tutors Kelly Shannon and Jörg Rekittke for the many opportunities, the guidance
of our thesis and the whole organisation around the fieldwork. We would also like to thank the following persons: Philip Paar, who helped with the visualisation, and gave the possibility for us to work in his office in Berlin.
The students of the ateliers, for the lots of work which we got through, but above all, the very pleasant time being there in Bangladesh; without them the fieldwork was not possible. And the students of Khulna Universities,
thank you for the very nice fieldwork and the indispensable explanations and translations in the field.
Finally, special thanks to Ingrid Duchhart, for all the time she helped us with the structuring of our proposal and
the storyline of our thesis, although she was not directly involved with our thesis.

ABSTRACT
The secondary city of Khulna in Bangladesh, located in the end part of the River Ganges Delta, has a dense
dispersion of thousands of urban ponds throughout the city. As a consequence of ongoing urbanisation, ponds
are disappearing in the city of Khulna at a high rate with harmful socio-economic consequences for the city’s
inhabitants: Consequences like floods during the Monsoon, and a lack of outdoor living space. In order to
come up with a solution and design, an acupunctural approach is preferred above large scale planning, since
the government has not the financial capabilities to address these problems. With small particular projects, this
thesis could be focussed on preserving and improving the state of ponds.
The still existing ponds turned out to have a strong relation with the urban hinterlands within the housing block,
which is a spatial urban entity in the city of Khulna. The urban hinterlands have less accessibility and are less attractive to build upon, leaving this place a leftover to be occupied by the informal sector. The urban hinterlands
with the ponds correspond to the characteristics of a slum, and therefore need a solution which also works on
an individual level (generating income). In order to preserve and improve the ponds, a clear distinction needs
to be made between the common and individual goals which the design could cover.
The design integrates solutions whereby the pond plays a central role in drainage and retention, outdoor living
space, sanitation and urban agri-/aquaculture. Urban agri-/aquaculture is the facet which generates an income
for the local poor (individual goal, and which functions as a basis which can found the profits on a common
level; no floods, a pleasant and functional outdoor living space, and a clean and healthy environment.
With this case study of Khulna, the ponds as landscape elements (softscape) prove to be very useful to guide
urbanisation in a sustainable matter, and can become structuring components of Khulna. The involved issues
are concerning many other (South) Asian cities, but the design is elaborated very locally. When landscape becomes the main focus of your “urban” approach, a better insight in local human ecological dynamics can be
obtained, in order to adapt to local/global issues.

Keywords: urbanisation, monsoon, acupunctural approach, common and individual goals, informal sector,
slum, urban agri-/aquaculture
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BANGLADESH, A DELTA LANDSCAPE
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Bangladesh, officially the People’s Republic of Ban-

soon rains cause many problems, especially in the

gladesh, is a country surrounded by India on three

urbanized areas, where the enormous precipitation in

sides, except for a small border with Myanmar in the

a short time can inundate the streets for days.

south-east and the Bay of Bengal to the south. Religion plays an important role in Bangladesh; 80% of

The question is whether we as landscape architects

the population is Islamic and 15% is Hindu, which in-

could mean something in the issues caused by cy-

fluences the social structure of the country. Most of

clones, large-scale floods and Monsoon rains in

the country’s area surface is lying in the low flat delta

Bangladesh. Landscape architects can take up land-

of three of the largest rivers in the world, the Ganges,

scape processes and can influence the hydrological

the Brahmaputra and the Meghna. And with this wa-

situation of an area with the proposed implementa-

terflow the delta did not only create one of the most

tions. But they cannot get grip to the larger meteo-

fertile deposited soils of the world, it is also asking a

rological systems which have to do with cyclones or

price in human casualties every year again.

Monsoon rains. The strength of a landscape architect
lies in the creativity to find functional, lasting and aes-

It is a country which is threatened by water from three

thetic adaptations and solutions for the problems and

directions; namely a gigantic amount of water flowing

local conditions on landscape level, which means that

down from the Himalayas, cyclones and tidal surges

you work with landscape elements like water, vegeta-

which hit the coastal areas from the Bay of Bengal,

tion and buildings. The abundant pond structure in

and the severe annually Monsoon rains falling from

the city provided the opportunity to work on an ele-

June till September. Bangladesh is not unfamiliar with

ment that hitch in or even influence the systems to

large-scale ‘natural disasters’ which could be results

some extent.

of these extreme hydrological cycles and weather
conditions.

The secondary city of Khulna

Thirteen tropical cyclones struck coastal areas be-

Khulna, the third largest city in Bangladesh, has been

tween 1960 and 1970, culminating in the November

chosen for the experimental context. Khulna as a sec-

1970 cyclone and storm surge which passed away

ondary city, is a more urbanized area in the region and

an estimated 300.000 people. The cyclone Sidr of

is an attractor for trade, jobs and services. There is al-

November 2007 is until now the last one. Because of

ways the discussion whether an area is rural or urban.

an early warning system and the ability of the Bangla-

But Khulna and its surroundings still have many roots

desh Relief Agencies to evacuate more than 600.000

in agriculture, and an unclear distinction between ru-

people in time towards inland safer grounds, only

ral and urban areas. Even in the city vegetation and

3.000 people were killed by this storm. Also the Mon-

water is abundant, and the rural context is tangible by
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the predominantly agricultural goods which are trad-

absolutely flat, and they are normally flooded in the

ed in the city. This situation gives extra opportunities

Monsoon season. The floods in the urbanized areas

to research the landscape within the city and to work

are mainly caused by rainwater, in contrary to silty

on significant problems on an urban landscape level.

river water, what generally is supposed (KDA 2002).

The landscape approach is significant to understand

Floods with silty river water are necessary in the rural

the contemporary human processes which ignore the

areas because these floodwaters provide soil mois-

natural processes and systems in and around the

ture and a new fertile upper soil layer with plant nutri-

city; a tendency which also speaks for Khulna.

ents for agricultural production.
Flooding is an annual phenomenon. On average,

The indigenous pond structure

one third of the country is waterlogged annually. The

The delta of the Ganges, the Brahmaputra and the

people have adjusted their way of living to these an-

Meghna is the most important motor for the land-

nual circumstances. Only in the highly densified cities

scape processes which form the land. The main pro-

floods are undesirable because of its daily depen-

cess of sedimentation and erosion created a lowland

dence on heavy traffic, trade and street activities, and

floodplain with a structure of riverbanks and lower ly-

the a-location of many suburban areas in the delta-

ing hinterlands.

landscape.

The floodplains in Bangladesh are neither uniform nor

With 1.4 million inhabitants, Khulna is the third-largest

Rivers in Bangladesh

Flood of 3th of August 2007
Source: RADARSAT 2007
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city of Bangladesh. With its location in the Ganges

cycle and extreme weather conditions.

River Delta, Khulna developed along the higher lying
banks of the Bhairab and Rupsa River, and became a

The road based culture makes the access from a road

commercial and industrial regional centre. Trade and

to a house, company, fabric etc. a necessity. The rap-

transport mostly happened via water, whereby the di-

id growth of cities has led to irresponsible filling up of

rection of the city was faced to the Bhairab and Rupsa

low-lying flood plains, canals and rivers, which used

River. When the city grew, tanks were dug to elevate

to carry the rainwater to the river. The water bodies,

the ground to build up on. This was done on house-

which act as retention ponds, are also filling up even

hold level or community level, which led to a dispersal

faster, because these detached elements are easier

of ponds throughout the city. Thousands of ponds,

to fill up, since many of these ponds are unused and

with their perimeter grown with vegetation, are the re-

uncared state properties. Protection by the current

sult of an early urban process with extremely valuable

law of these water bodies is not possible due to an

qualities for the city. Nowadays modern development

unclear indication as who is the owner (KDA 2002).

is focussed on the road structure, to become a road
based culture. This reversal has consequences for

The ponds were originally part of the agricultural sys-

the city in many aspects, not only for the ponds but

tem, and more specific the farmstead. The ponds

also in the way how Khulna adapts to the hydrological

created functions for the courtyard farmsteads and

Detail of Ward 30 in 1997
Source: KDA city plan, 1997

villages, like fishing, washing and for providing drink-

urban areas should be planned for water retention,

ing water. They formed a certain entity in the open/

in contrary to the 4% which is now planned for water

public space of the villages. In the traditional rural

retention.

areas these ponds are still playing an important role
in daily life. However, in the urban context the ponds

When comparing the official maps by KDA (Khulna

are losing their original functions. With the distraction

Development Authority) of Khulna from 1997 and

of groundwater with tube wells (SARMA 1994), in-

Google Earth images of 2007, it becomes clear in

creased scales of infrastructure (like integrated drain-

which rapid pace the ponds are disappearing out

age systems), and water pollution, the ponds got in

of the city. However, these ponds are a crucial part

disuse. The rapid expansion of the population and the

in the city. They are the green and blue elements in

disuse of the ponds make the location of the ponds

a city with a population density more than 270 per-

an ideal spot for housing development. This develop-

son per hectare. With the disappearance of the water

ment results in more severe and frequent floods due

bodies, not only the loss of water retention should be

to the loss of drainage and retention areas for water

mentioned, the loss in spatial qualities should also be

(MURTAZA 2001, CHOUDHURY 2007, FAISAL 2003,

considered. Open space in the city is very significant

RAJUK 1995). A recent related study about the city of

for obvious reasons (WILSON 1984, NEWELL 1998);

Dhaka (FAISAL 2003) has proclaimed that 12% of the

for health improvement (clean air and water) and for

Loss of 40-50% of pond surface

Buildings are replacing the ponds

Source: KDA city plan, 1997
and Google Earth Image, 2007.

Source: KDA city plan, 1997
and Google Earth Image, 2007.
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- Increasing population

Global factors

South Asia

- Rural to Urban migration

Region

Landscape

Urban agglomeration

Ganges and Brahmaputra

Small differences in terrain determine the

Delta Floodplains

occupation pattern

Endpart River Ganges

Major ﬂoods are caused by rainfall during

Delta

Monsoon instead of riverﬂoods

City of Khulna

City is built on natural levee and the city is
still growing

Target Area

Pond and its perimeter

Ponds are human adaptations to the
landscape and climate, but vulnerable for

Scale

urbanisation processes

Scale of problems and a nested hierarchy
After Hobbs, 1998

Nested Hierarchy

- Urban management in Monsoon climate
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Ponds in Khulna city
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emotional values and experiences. Open space can

desh in general and Khulna specifically.

help to rehabilitate people in such crowded cities like
Khulna and Dhaka. Or as stated by Charles Correa,

UN habitat predicts an increase of the urban popula-

an architect from India: “Obviously there is a brutal

tion in Bangladesh of 3,3% per year, culminating to

mismatch between the way our cities have been built

77 million people living in the Bengali cities by 2025

and the way the people are compelled to use them.

(UNPD 2008). The urban growth rate and the present

Families living in the traditional towns and villages of

rural to urban migration will put an enormous pressure

India are much poorer and often have no more private

on the available space in the city. The ponds and its

space than one room, but this is augmented by ac-

perimeters with all its qualities will be threatened and

cess to what in our climate and culture is an incred-

simply disappear first when urbanisation continues.

ible resource: Open-to-sky space.” (CORREA 1989)

Therefore Khulna as a secondary city is chosen as

In fact, there is a whole system of such spaces, used

an experimental case to show that there are oppor-

by families every day: courtyards and terraces, front

tunities for the ponds within the city when urbanisa-

doorstep, the water stairs, the principal open space

tion goes on. The thesis is not only argued from a

used by the whole community. Anyhow, the pond is

landscape point of view, but rather from a system and

an important element in the urban context of Bangla-

urban process point of view.

FOCUS ON PONDS: LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS IN THE CITY
The remarkably amount of ponds discovered during

The KDA-data used as input for this modelling work,

the 3D modeling work in Berlin was impressing. The

contains three urban features; roads, houses and

ponds seemed to have a high density in many parts

ponds. This classification by KDA already gives an

of the city. The main goal of the modeling was not to

indication of the importance of ponds in Khulna. Ac-

investigate what the background behind the ponds

cording to KDA, there should be almost 3000 de-

and its structure was. However, the remarkable ‘find-

tached ponds or water bodies spread out in the city.

ing’ of these natural landscape elements was the rea-

The sample areas (400 by 400 meters), which was the

son why the focus was directed to the ponds in the

input for the model, showed a substantial amount of

city.

open water in the city. When the screenshots of the 3D

model were rendered it became obvious that these
ponds must be an enormous illustrative ensemble
with the vegetation around the pond. Background information about the origin or functions was not known
till then. One thing was clear; water and vegetation
determine an view of the city.

The experience of the fieldwork gave insights in the
social relevance, usages and daily life with open water. Almost immeasurable, but very obvious, was the
bond people had with the water. The ponds and its
perimeters are an important decors of the daily life of
Khulna. Its spatial setting even structures the open
spaces socially. “In Khulna ponds of various sizes
spatially structure family compounds, neighbour-

Ponds: water and vegetation
Both rural as urban areas are intersperses with ponds

hoods and villages. ...the ponds became centres of
social gathering” (SHANNON 2008)

for among other things water storage and retention.
These landscape elements seem to have great potential concerning the future urban structure of the city,
because they are beautiful green/blue building stones
beyond the typical repertoire of gardens and parks,
constituting thousands of small oases with important
ecological, economical and social values – retention,
drinking water, food. Thus the focus of the modelling
process shifted towards the role of vegetation plus
water structures in the urban tissue of Khulna. The urban green and blue layer (vegetation and water) becomes in our view on the city more important than the
red layer (built structure).

Landscape Urbanism
Landscape urbanism is defined by Charles Waldheim
as followed: “Landscape Urbanism describes a disciplinary realignment in which landscape replaces architecture as the basic building block of contemporary
urbanism. For many, across a range of disciplines,
landscape has become both the lens through which
the contemporary city is represented and the medium
through which it is constructed” (WALDHEIM, 2006).
It appears to be generally agreed that the roots of
landscape urbanism can be found in the belief in the
intelligence and power of place – not so much in conservative sense of Martin Heidegger’s and Christian

Usages: ponds nested in a social urban network
The stay in Khulna revealed the usages and the functionality of the ponds in an urban network. The usages originated from the rural settings, where the pond
was a part of the farmyard. Drinking, fishing, washing,
swimming and nearby water access were positive incidental circumstances, caused by the heightening of
the ground for dwelling.

Norberg-Schultz’s genius loci (NORBERG-SCHULTZ
1979) but more in Elia Zenghelis’ contemporary interpretation of uncovering existing logics of reality and
finding the capacity of sites by distinguishing the insignificant from the potentials (ZENGHELIS 1993).
The city is already blessed with thousands of ponds.
The potential in Khulna is a fabric which involves water
and vegetation. The challenge lies in a steered devel-
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opment where the ponds are taken up as important
urban elements, rooted in common and private values. They are a perfect example of urban landscape
elements which encourage you to use a landscape
approach instead of an architectural approach.
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URBAN LANDSCAPE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESIS
The ponds and its perimeter of green are the natu-

Derived from this preliminary problem statement the

ral landscape elements in the city. They are spread

following hypothesis was made:

throughout the city in a dense acupunctural way.
The urban landscape problem can be defined as followed: “As a consequence of on-going urbanisation,

“By using existing and new ponds as structuring com-

ponds are disappearing at a high rate in the city of

ponents in the changing urban environment of the city

Khulna with severe socioeconomic consequences for

of Khulna, a large contribution will be made to the im-

the city’s inhabitants. Socioeconomic consequences

provement of water retention and outdoor living space

like loss of water retention and public open space.”

in the city. “
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The thesis is set up in four phases; a deskstudy in

plore the major landscape architectural problems in

order to specify the thesis focus, a fieldwork phases

Khulna city. The problem orientation was needed to

to understand the problem on site, an analysis phase

concentrate, during the later fieldwork, on an exact

and a research and design phase. The several phas-

topic. Very soon in the thesis the disappearance of

es have its own methods.

the ponds became the main phenomenon. This phenomenon was investigated by reading literature and
comparing different maps. Studying these books and

Deskstudy phase

maps enabled to formulate an initial problem definition and to compose an appropriate schedule for the

Problem orientation

fieldwork.

Before the fieldwork, a desk study was done to ex-

Urban (Road) Structure of Khulna: Vernacular and Pedigree

Terrain Model of Khulna

28

Classification and sample selection

and a constant focus is laid on the ponds.

In order to conduct a well-structured fieldwork, a bet-

In order to do comprehensible and effective fieldwork

ter understanding of the dispersal and densities of

in the short time being there, four representative field-

the ponds was needed. Therefore a classification of

work sample areas were chosen, based on the pond

the ponds (based on size, density and shape) in and

classification, the urban structure and topography.

around Khulna was made.
The drawn diversification of the ponds led to a classification with four main types of pond areas. From

Ground truth/ fieldwork

this classification, assumptions were derived about

The fieldwork was divided into two parts; a collec-

usage, composition and state of the ponds. This cre-

tive part with students from the Universities of Khulna

ated a certain expectation how the environment would

(Bangladesh), Leuven (Belgium), and Wageningen

look like. Classifications in advance are needed to

(Netherlands), and an individual part were we focused

structure your preliminary interpretations. Moreover, a

on the sample areas.

classification could be validated during the fieldwork,

During the fieldwork we used surveys (making maps,

Pond Classification

Selection of the sample areas

sketches and notes of the area), photographs, and

KU Leuven, one landscape architect student from

interviews as ways to collect information of the site.

WUR, one architecture student and one planning

29

student from Khulna University. The goal was to map
Collective fieldwork

at least the following site layers: topography, vegeta-

The schedule, made by Kelly Shannon, contained

tion, built form, program and infrastructure. In order

three land and two water inventory days where the

to understand and explain the dynamic river- or land

city could be experienced from both land and water.

systems, the attention during the fieldwork must be

These survey days, together with the students of the

focussed on hydrologic, ecology, economical, social

different universities, were important to participate in

and spatial processes. These intensive mapping days

order to get a general overview of the city, in particular

were extremely helpful and necessary to understand

the structure of the city.

the allocation, and especially to understand the invis-

In the two river fieldwork days and the three land field-

ible parts; the underlying systems or drivers of spatial

work days the students were divided in 12 groups of

development.

4 students: including one urban design student from

A great benefit was the presence and participation

group 1

group 1

Location of the land surveygroup
days2

Location of the water survey
days
group
2

group 4

Source: Ward Verbakel

group 4

Source: Ward Verbakel

group 3

group 3

group 9
group 5

group 5
group 8

group 8

group 6

group 6

group 7

group 1
group 7
group 6

group 7

group 9

group 9

group 2
group 11

group 4

group 10

group 10

group 3

group 8

group 5

group 11

group 11
group 8

group 10

group 12 group 12

group 12
group 6
group 4
group 7
group 9
0

group 3

1km

0

1km

group 10
group 2
group 1

group 5

group 11

group 12

0

1km
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of the students of Khulna University during the river

edge etc., were taken along in the individual part. The

and land fieldwork. They were an important link with

method, where mapping and the notion of the sys-

the Bengali people for direct inquiries on the different

tems are emphasized, was also necessary in the indi-

locations. Interviews with local people were translated

vidual part. An analysis according to the “Manual on

by the Khulna University students.

environment and urban development” (DUCHHART
1989) which is applied at Wageningen University, was

Individual fieldwork

the second method used in the individual part of the

The experience of the collective part; the benefit of

fieldwork in Khulna.

the Khulna students, the tutoring, the practical knowl-

Applying this method helped structuring the notes. By

Sample areas of the individual fieldwork

Iqbalnaghar

Nihrala
Rupsa slum

Krisnanaghar

distinguishing landscape elements/ characteristics

analysis is needed through several scales. First, this

into topography, natural environment and elements/

consists of the scale of the city and the larger sur-

structures (DUCHHART 1989), you are able to base

roundings. Secondly, there is the scale where you

your inventory more on the underlying landscape, in-

can distinguish different areas in the city and its urban

stead of the built environment.

processes. This is done in order to analyse what the

The individual part consisted of 4 days of fieldwork

relation is between the area type (Urban Landscape

with as main focus the pond phenomenon. Dur-

Morphology) and the size, shape, density and func-

ing these days the four sample-areas were visited:

tion of the ponds. Finally there is the scale of the de-

Nihrala, Rhupsa slum, Krisnanaghar and Iqbalnaghar.

tached pond and its perimeter. The outcomes of the

The individual part was strongly comparable with the

analysis leads to the problem definition.

approach which was done during the collective land
fieldwork, but with its emphasis on ponds and watersystems.

Research and design phase
The core problem as stated in the problem defini-

Findings

tion are researched further in order to attain design

The collective fieldwork revealed the structure and

principles. They will be later on be used in the design

layout of the city, the individual part explored the pond

phase. Separated design tests will be done to under-

phenomenon in dept. The fieldwork findings (Appen-

stand the impact and workability of each tool in the

dix I) are important to place the project in the right

city. These design tests together with the analysis will

context. A different landscape, a different climate and

form the basic of the final design which explores the

a totally different culture make it obligatory to visit the

possibility to form an integrated water retention and

site.

water purification system inside the existing structure
of Khulna on the very little scale of the pond and its
perimeter. A system not only supported on a level of

Analysis phase

water management but also on a social and economi-

In order to understand Khulna and its structure, an

cal level.
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Conceptual representation of the Acupunctural Approach on Khulna

Khalishpur
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Informal housing
improvement on old
industrial site.
Initiator: NGO

Railway
Improvement of
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slum

Bara Bazaar

Initiator: NGO

Waterfront
redevelopment.
Initiator: Ward
Commissionar

City centre
Urban hinterland
redevelopment.
Initiator: WUR

Vegetable
market

City centre

Sanitary facilities for
both genders.

Urban hinterland
redevelopment.

Initiator: NGO

Initiator: WUR

Nirala
Public sportfield/
maiden.
Initiator: Ward
Commissionar

Mitakhali
Fish production
pond.
Initiator: Local
neighbourhood

ACUPUNCTURAL APPROACH: SMALL INTERVENTIONS, BIG IMPACT
Since the ownership of a pond is unclear or unregis-

lar projects with the same focus on preserving and

tered in many cases, ponds are vulnerable areas for

improving the state of the ponds, could be imple-

filling up, housing developments and encroachment

mented on a decentralized community level, instead

(KDA 2002). The political circumstances (whereby a

of a plan which counts for the whole territory of Khulna

genuine political focus and financial capabilities of

and is steered from a centralized institution.

the government are lacking to address these prob-

These ‘acupunctural urban interventions’ are seen as

lems) led to a situation in which it is almost impos-

micro geographical places where self-determined ur-

sible to solve environmental problems in a struc-

ban initiatives can take place. It is not about the struc-

tured, planned, sustainable and large-scale manner

ture of the city (skeleton), but rather about the particu-

(UNHSP 2003). When the government is not efficient,

lar elements in the city (cellular level). The impact of

not transparent and has not enough financial means,

the intervention influences the city also on larger scale

a bottom-up approach is preferred (KOH 2008).

or initiates other projects in the city (COX 1998). The

Because large scale planning and master plans are

essence is to implement a small intervention with a

not easy to implement, solutions must be found in the

big impact.

smaller local scale on community level. Small particu-
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BACKGROUND AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF
BANGLADESH

Short history of Bangladesh

In the twelfth century Sufi missionaries introduced Is-

The country in present-day officially named as the

lam in Bengal, reinforced in a later stadium by Muslin

People’s Republic of Bangladesh, but more com-

invaders from the Delhi Sultanate. The region stayed

monly known as Bangladesh, is a very young coun-

under different Islamic rulers until 1757, when Bengal

try. Bangladesh became independent from Pakistan

became official part of the British East India Compa-

in 1971 after several months of extreme tension be-

ny. In 1858 the authority in India was transferred from

tween West-Pakistan (present-day Pakistan) and

the Company to the crown. The Indian continent was

East-Pakistan (present-day Bangladesh), which were

politically organised in seventeen provinces, of which

united under Pakistan after the independence of India

Bengal was one of the most significant.

in 1947.

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, also known as Mahatma Gandhi, was the pioneer of Satyagraha, a phi-

Bangladesh is historical part of the Bengal region.

losophy that is largely concerned with truth and re-

The oldest remnants of civilisation in the region can

sistance to evil through active, non-violent resistance.

be traced back three millennia, when an Alpine civili-

This movement, political manifested in the Gandhi’s

sation settled in Eastern India, and by so forming

Congress Party and the Jinnah’s Muslim League, led

the main elements of today’s Bengali people. The

India to independence. Bengali politicians played a

climate, the fertility of the soil, and the large amount

role in both of the political parties. In the earliest stage

of water available in this region, circumstances that

the Muslim league sought only the ensure minor-

are found back in all the earliest civilisations, provided

ity rights in the future nation. Visions of one or more

also here an ideal place to produce a highly devel-

Muslim majority states in South Asia and communal

oped society.

violence in Noakhali (Bangladesh) and Calcutta (India), the idea of an Independent and Unified Bengal

The Bengali civilisation reached its climax with the

state was born.

Pala dynasty, 750 until 1120 AD, established by the

British India came to an end in 1947 by the partition,

first Buddhist king of Bengal. Historians consider the

along religious lines, in the independent states of In-

Palas the equivalent of the Roman Empire of Bengal.

dia and Pakistan. This divided the Bengal region into

The Pala Empire was followed by the Sena dynasty.

a predominantly Hindu part, called West Bengal, and

The Senas were Hindus which brought a revival of the

a predominantly Muslim part, called East Bengal. The

Hinduism in the Bengal region.

latter was later renamed into East Pakistan, a prov-
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ince of the state of Pakistan. West Bengal became a

stan declared that Urdu would be the official language

province of India.

of the new state. This was however strongly resisted
by Bengalis, arguing that the majority of the popula-

The newly formed Pakistan, consisting of West Paki-

tion in Pakistan spoke Bengali and not Urdu. Intellec-

stan and East Pakistan, was marked by political and

tuals and student from East Pakistan demanded that

economical instability. The separation of the two parts

Bangali be made one of the state languages.

by more that 1600 kilometres of Indian territory did

The government was politically focused on West Paki-

not contributed to a better co-existence. The linguis-

stan, which created different levels op delelopment

tic, cultural and ethnic differences made the Bengal

between the two wings. East Bengal had the major-

people from East Pakistan felt exploited by the West

ity share of Pakistan’s total population, however the

Pakistan-dominated central government.

most of the money was pomped in developing the
West part of the country.

Shortly after the creation of Pakistan, the central lead-

Some hope was raised after the elections of 1970-

ers and the Urdu-speaking intellectuals of West Paki-

71. Talks between the West and East pakistan started

Bengal Region

Pala Empire

0

500

Pala Empire

after all the seats of the West was won by the Awami

dustrialised country as many other Asian countries.

League, the opposition party of the Muslim league of

The difficult situation among politicians, decision

West Pakistan. When this however failed massive civil

makers and strategic planners hindered much long-

disobedience started in East Pakistan. The resulting

term development.

war between the army and the Bengali Mukti Bahini
(freedom fighters), resulted on the 17th December of
1971 in the creation of Bangla Desh (Country of Ban-

Religious situation

gla). On the 11th of January 1972 the new country

The religious population was also influenced by the

changed its name to Bangladesh and became a par-

partition of British India into Pakistan and India. Be-

liamentary democracy under a constitution.

cause of the religious motives, there was a mass migration from Pakistan to India and vice versa. Hindus

Even after its independence Bangladesh did not loose

mostly moved from Pakistan to India, and Muslims

its political and economical instability. This leaves

from India to Pakistan. This has led to a division now-

Bangladesh no opportunity to grow into a highly in-

adays, where around 80 % of the population in Ban-

British India
Bangladesh

Pakistan

1500

2000

Introduction of
Islam in Bengal
Delhi Sultanate

British
India

Bangladesh
Pakistan
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gladesh is Islamic, and 15 % is Hindu. Water plays an

The Hindu temples also have a washing ritual for the

important role in many religions, also the Islam and

temple visitors, which made the presence of open

Hinduism. The interpretation on how water is playing

water and the access via stairs a necessary. The con-

a role in one or the other religion will have an impact

nection of the temple with open water is also a con-

on the experience and the use of the landscape. This

nection with the landscape. The River Ganges has a

is especially true in a delta like Bangladesh.

whole strip of shrines and holy places along the riverbank. (SCHOUTEN 2005)

The Hindu’s have many holy places across India.
Not only the cities are holy, but also landscape fea-

The remarkable unity of religion and practise is physi-

tures like a hilly area, a mountain or a river (COOGAN

cally expressed by the most important building to

2007). The map of India is studded with holy places

pray; the mosque. For all cultures which together

all over India.

are forming the Islamic community, the mosque is the

The Hindu temples were often built in the proximity

binding building. The floor-plan is for all mosques the

of water, because “if there is no water, the gods will

same, but beside the general outlines, you can still

not come”. Water plays an important role in Hindu-

find the local cultural and historic characteristics of

ism; many rivers, lakes and other water bodies are

the surroundings (COOGAN 2007). Water is impor-

esteemed enormously by the Hindus. The best known

tant for the Islam too, but in a different way. The way

example is the River Ganges. According to the Indian

Muslims work with water is more related to their histo-

tradition the River Ganges flowed through heaven in

ry in garden architecture. Their gardens are enclosed

former times.

and have a strong inside - outside feeling. The high

Hinduism: the river as linear water element

Varanasi: a religious ghat at the riverbank

along religious places

wall what encloses the garden has a climatologic rea-

their guests.

son caused by the geographical location where most

Making a direct connection between the two religions

of these gardens have their origin. In the city it blocks

and the way the landscape has been developed is

and absorbs the noise and rush of the streets, and

not sensible. Bangladesh has his religious roots in the

in the rural area it stops the heat and the dust of the

Hinduism, Islam has become the main religion only a

desert. (SCHOUTEN 2005)

few centuries ago. Besides that, the ponds in Khulna
were mainly created from a functional point of view.

Maybe the most essential difference regarding water

However a few things can be said regarding the land-

between the two religions is the difference in private-

scape and the connection with religion.

public setting and its scale. For the Hindus, many of

Almost the whole riverbank of Khulna is not visible

their holy places are located along water (the river).

from the streets. The riverbank is purely a functional

Water is here the larger element with alongside small-

site for embarking and disembarking people crossing

er entities for the expression of religion. The result is

the river, to load or unload the shipment of a boat,

that there is a connection with the surrounding land-

for supplying shops etc. Stairs were implemented in

scape and the religious place can be conceived as

some larger ponds and lakes in Dhaka and Khulna,

a more public place. The traditional Muslim garden

which started to be used by Hindus for their ritual

where water is the central element, is an enclosed

bathing. Many other citizens are also using these

entity. Little or non remains of connections with the

places for recreational purposes.

surrounding (hostile) landscape. A garden is also
mainly a private place, only visited by its owners or

Islam: water as central element

Generalife: water as central element in the garden

in the garden

Source: google images
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Top left and bottom left: historical, religious buildings in Bhagerhat | Top middle and bottom middle: historical buildings in
Khulna | Top right and bottom right: historical buildings in Dhaka
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The National Assembly Building in Dhaka by Louis I. Kahn, settled in a landscape of open water and green which is portraying the natural beauty of Bangladesh (Source: Stephan Schorn)
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BASIS FOR OCCUPATION
Geomorphology: three landscapes

to the country’s geomorphology, there are three land-

Bangladesh lies at the end of the fertile plains of the

scapes which can be distinguished (ZUIDERVLIET

delta created by the River Ganges and the River Brah-

1976):

maputra. These two rivers flowing from the Himalayas
shape the land since thousands of years. It is a vast

The northern para delta – This landscape lies in the

lowland area with barely relief, and even far inland only

north western part of Bangladesh. It is enclosed by

sticks out a couple meters above sealevel. According

the River Brahmaputra and the River Jamuna in the

The three major landscapes

east and by the River Ganges in the south. The area

point of view the youngest landscape among the three

is characterised by the vast land differing in height

of them. The most significant natural landscape build-

between 30 and 90 meters, and crossed by several

ers are erosion and sedimentation. The landscape is

old riverbeds. During the Monsoon many parts of the

flat and crossed with many rivers. Lying in the South

region are flooded by the river.

East, this part of the country is separated from the
rest of the country by the River Ganges, River Padma

The eastern hills and plains – Whole eastern Bangla-

and River Meghna. The district of Khulna and the city

desh is covered by a landscape with vast plains, here

of Khulna are located in the Ganges Delta area. This

and there a hilly terrain and a twined river pattern. The

means that the project area lies in a landscape con-

south east is a mountain area, with varying heights

sisting of a structure of rivers, riverbanks and hinter-

between 600 and 900 meters, with summits over 1200

lands; the only relief in this area.

m. In these hilly areas the precipitation reaches its
highest rates compared with whole Bangladesh. The

Because of the enormous population (9 times the

hills cause a precipitation of 3000-5000 mm per year,

Dutch population) of whom 3/4 is working in agri-

which is not easily drained due to high water levels of

culture, and the land surface area of 142.776 km²

the Ganges and Brahmaputra in summer.

(around 3½ times of the Netherlands), almost whole
the country’s area had been cultivated whereby little

The Ganges delta area – This is from a geological

of the original vegetation had been preserved. Excep-

= 1.000.000 inhabitants
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tions are the hilly areas in the north in the province
of Sylhet, and the south east in the province of Chittagong Hill Tracts. The nearest untainted natural area
to Khulna is the Sundarbans, in the South West of
the country. In the past the Sundarbans stretched till
where Khulna is located nowadays.

Freshwater wetlands:
4° Riverine wetlands: 		
- permanent rivers and streams including
some char land
- temporary or seasonal rivers and streams
5° Lacustrine wetlands
6° Palustrine wetlands
7° Manmade wetlands:		

Wetlands

- aquaculture ponds

The water system or wetlands in Bangladesh can be

(brackish and freshwater)

classified, based on its hydrological, and ecological

- irrigated land and irrigation channels

functions and land type into the following categories

- salt pans

(KHAN 1994):

- hydro-dams

Saltwater wetlands:

The riverine and the manmade wetlands are the most

1° Marine

important types in the scope of Khulna, because of

2° Estuarine

Khulna’s location in the Ganges river delta, which is

3° Lagoonal

flat and is influenced by the tidal system. The riverine

The three main water types in Khulna: river, khal and (manmade) pond

wetlands around Khulna can be divided into rivers

the villages.
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and khals (canals or tributaries). Also the rivers and
khals which fringe Khulna are influenced by the tidal
system, which is clearly recognizable in Khulna. It in-

The manmade wetlands in and around Khulna

fluences many water- and agricultural systems and

The pond is a common element in both the urban

daily rituals. For instance, it determines the leaving

and rural context of Bangladesh. Cities which were

and coming of fishermen without motorized vessels,

expanding also needed to dig ponds to elevate the

and makes the river accessible or not for larger ves-

ground. The country’s lay-out and geomorphology

sels at certain times in the day.

reasons why this element is used. People protect

A khal could be a manmade wetland when it is a dug

themselves against floods by building on higher

canal, but the most common manmade wetland in

ground like the natural river levees, or dig ponds for

the context of Khulna is the pond. Originally the pond

ground elevation of the houses (process of cutting

was part of the farmstead. Basically the ponds were

and filling). When the land became lower, excavation

dug for elevating the land to construct on in order to

for dwelling was necessary because there were no

protect the house against floods. The ponds created

dikes. In the terrain model of Khulna and Surround-

functions for the courtyard farmsteads and villages,

ing is it visible that the higher and safer grounds are

like fishing, washing and even drinking water. They

scarce, so other ways had to be found to occupy the

formed a certain entity in the open/ public space of

land. This later map, together with the Densely Built

Principle of the Cut- and Fill- process

Present-day example of the Cut- and Fill process

Original
groundlevel
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Terrain Model Khulna and Surroundings (gray = 5m above sealevel)

Ribbon development and the agglomeration of Khulna

Source: SRTM-data

Source: Digitalglobe

Areas shows the correlation between the terrain and
the most densely populated places. In more recent
times, especially in the year 1985, embankments and
sluices were constructed whereby in some areas of
Bangladesh (including Khulna district) polders were
formed to control water levels and safeguard land
from flooding. This is done with a main focus to
protect the villages and agricultural production. Still
ponds were dug because these civil implementations
many times did not work properly.
To conclude, ponds can still be found everywhere in
the urbanized areas along the river and in some urban places even in a denser pattern that in the rural
settings. The more ‘urbanised’ human settlements
that were mainly located on the levees, had to extend
to the lower less suitable areas, like Khulna did. Resulting in a very dense pond pattern due to need for
elevating the construction ground for the many new
houses. This process is explained more in detail in the
subchapter Urbanisation.
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URBANISATION
Urban and rural development in bangladesh

es it is not surprising to find the homesteads scattered

Estimations of 2005-2007 demonstrated that Bangla-

over the whole face of the countryside. Each cultivator

desh is the 7th most populated nation in the world,

has selected a suitable spot for a homestead on his

with a population from 142 to 159 million people

own land, dug a tank, or made untidy irregular exca-

(CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 2004). This

vations to obtain earth to raise a site, and built houses

could lead to a generalisation that Bangladesh is very

on it.” (PHILLIPS, 1960)

urbanised.

The traditional village was an agglomeration of houses and farmsteads on a higher spot in the landscape,

Rural development

like a natural levee. There are many reasons why

To give a general view about the country’s landscape

people started to spread over the whole territory, but

and development, a quote by Phillips from 1960

population growth and economical factors, like the

states the following impression about the occupation

distance from the farmstead to the plot, are the main

of Bangladesh:

motives to occupy the lower floodplains. Political mo-

“…the whole countryside except what is actually re-

tives also played a role, especially when in 1757 the

quired for residential purposes have been brought

land came under the rule of the British East Company,

under cultivation and the cultivators have no need to

the land was rented to affluent men. The affluent men

herd together for protection. …In these circumstanc-

(Zaminders) used to lend their land with fixed taxes as

Settlement Pattern Before Land Survey of 1797

ER

Source: SARMA 1994

RIV
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Elevated paths in Khulna and surroundings

river

natural levee

lowland

cut and fill
process

Top: section of present-day occupation of the levee and low lying hinterland

Source: SARMA 1994

RIV

RIV

ER

Present-day Settlement and Pond Pattern

Source: SARMA 1994

ER

Settlement Pattern After Ownership Was Given to the farmers in 1950

50

per their own considerations to the farmers (SARMA

consists of dispersed clusters of hamlets with ribbon

1994). Since 1950 these farmers achieved owner-

development along water and infrastructural lines.

ship of the land. Many of these farmers shifted their
houses in the following years from the village to their

Urban development

agricultural plots.

Next to the shift to the agricultural plots in 1950, an

All these factors created in many parts a linear village

earlier shift started in 1947 with the partition of British

development. New heightened roads and pedestrian

India, when present-day Bangladesh became East

walkways connected the new farmsteads. The former

Pakistan. Since the partition, the mass migration of

agglomerated village remained as the refuge of the

Hindu’s and Muslims held on till the late 50’s. With

landless poor people (SARMA 1994). In this way a hu-

the migration of ten thousands of Muslims to the cit-

man occupation of the landscape was created which

ies, Bangladesh experienced a 46% increase in ur-

Bangladesh road network

Dhaka

Khulna

ban population (KHAN 1982). In Khulna many people

is urbanised or not, it is obvious that Bangladesh has

were attracted by the city because of an enormous

a very strong rural undertaking when looked at num-

expansion of the Jute industries. The jute industries

bers and statistics.

were one of the most important factors of urbanisation in Khulna.

Still the cities attract many unskilled people from the
rural site (rural to urban migration) to find a better life

Despite the rapid expansion of the major cities in

in the cities. This implies that the population’s growth

Bangladesh in the 1950’s, Bangladesh still can not be

rate of the cities is higher than the rural areas’ growth

considered as a true urbanised society till the 1980’s.

rate. Nowadays the mean growth rate of the country

The marked difference in the natural rate of popula-

is over 2% (CIA 2008), and the mean growth rate of

tion growth, where the urban areas’ rate of population

the cities is around 3,3% (UNPD 2008). Resulting in

growth is higher than the rural areas’ growth, is a cir-

major impacts on the cities urbanisation processes

cumstance that leads to urbanised societies. Till the

and lay-out, and putting pressure on open space in

1980’s, there has been no significant difference be-

the city, including the ponds.

tween the rural and urban growth rate. (KHAN 1982)

why many experts consider whether South Asian de-

Transition of development based on waterways,
to development based on road structures

veloping countries are truly urbanised. Still 73% of

As been mentioned in the last subchapter, the basis

the population is active in agriculture. (UNPD 2008)

for occupation was determined by the river system of

Independent from the discussion whether a country

the delta. The riverbanks are the most suitable loca-

The predominantly rural-based economy is a reason

Bara Bazaar: focus on the street, riverside becomes the backside of the buildings.
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Road Network
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tions due to their height difference in relation with the

itself through the division, allocation, and construction

river and the hinterlands. The natural protection of the

of surfaces, provision of services to support future

levees, together with a transport mainly happening

programs and establishment of networks of move-

via river, made the riverbanks ideal spots for human

ment, communication and exchange. …In much of

settlements. This river based development led to cit-

the developing world, large-scale capital intensive

ies facing the river.

infrastructure projects are completely transforming
urban and rural territories alike” (SHANNON 2005)

Connecting cities, villages and hamlets by a modern
road network is loosening the connection between

Bangladesh is also confronted with such transforma-

city and river. Although the construction of roads is

tions by roads, which are decided on a national or

difficult because of physical conditions (like difficult

even international policy level. Investments by the

terrain, periodic flooding, poor soil condition, siltation

Asian Development Bank and the World Bank makes

and erosion of rivers), low investments and mainte-

it possible for Bangladesh, with a bad economical

nance, and an inadequate institutional framework

situation, to build highways connecting the bigger cit-

(four ministries, nine transport sector institutions and

ies in Bangladesh and its surrounding countries. The

lack of co-ordination and autonomy of transport insti-

South Asia Growth Quadrangle (SAGQ), comprising

tutions), infrastructure still is the tool to steer develop-

Bangladesh, eastern India, Bhutan, and Nepal, en-

ment in tropical developing countries in South Asia

joys geographical proximity, economic complemen-

(DOMUS 2005). A planned road attaches many other

tarities, and socio-cultural similarities. The SAGQ fa-

developments in a formal and an informal way, de-

vours greater economic integration. Previous studies

sired or undesired. “Infrastructure constructs the site

have concluded that power trading within the SAGQ

At groundfloor level are the main roads intensively used for commercial activities, formal housing is located in the back or in
to upper floors
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sub region would confer major benefits on all four

transport by water and rail declined in almost equal

countries.

These major benefits behind the huge

proportions. In Khulna, a bypass highway has been

expenditure include argumentations like promoting

implemented as well. If the transport via water and via

developments, steering growth and poverty reduc-

rail declines with equal proportions as the growth of

tion, but above all, to ensure the availability and ac-

road traffic, many controversial developments for the

cess to exploitable energy resources and its distribu-

city’s structure and logic should be considered, like

tion among the four countries in a more efficient way

the location of the highway which is on the other side

(SHANNON 2008).

(west side) of the city. In other words, the city is en-

According to the Bangladesh Transport Sector Study

closed by the highway and the river. South of Khulna

(1994) the volume of road transport increased by 88%

the highway crosses the river with the Rupsa Bridge,

cent from 1985 through 1993, whereas the volume of

which till now is the only bridge in Khulna.

Khulna city bypass and Rhupsa bridge

Land speculation and the difference between
“poor” and “rich”

informal places are still dependent on the natural re-

Land speculation is the biggest economical activity

basic needs (ex. the pond as water source). Due

in Bangladesh (EDWARDS 2005). Housing develop-

to development by the private (richer) sector these

ment, except apartment are done only by the private

places (ponds, allotment) are disappearing all over

sector, the role of public sector is limited to the pro-

the city, resulting in a loss of primary provisions of the

vision of basic infrastructure and services. Also the

urban poor.

organisation of land based housing is left with the

This way of urbanisation result on the one hand in a

public sector. (KDA 2002) Resulting in a distribution

direct loss for the informal sector and on the other

of amenities only towards the richer formal hous-

hand on an indirect loss for the formal sector; higher

ing projects. The presence of a water pipe does not

risk of flooding, loss of open green public space in

mean that everybody has access to this source. Many

the city.

sources in close proximity of their homestead for their

Formal housing

Construction of
new houses on
a former pond

Informal

Construction of new formal houses at the edges of the informal places
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The difference between formal and informal
areas

Since the political instability which is exacerbated by

In many cities all over the world a important distinction

government has resulted in bigger gaps between rich

has to be made between legally planned housing de-

and poor and powerful and powerless. This fact also

velopment and illegal planned housing development.

has its consequences resulting in a hard contrast in

A more common name for this latter is slum. A slum is

between formal planning and spontaneous informal

generally distinguished as the place where the poor-

urbanization (SHANNON 2008).

est inhabitants of a city reside.
According to UN Habitat, an area can be considered
as a slum when it has one or more of the following
characteristics of a settlement (UNHSP 2003):
-

inadequate access to safe water

-

inadequate access to sanitation and other infrastructure

-

poor structural quality of housing and located in
hazardous locations

-

overcrowding

-

insecure residential status (tenure)

The location of a slum is strongly related to the landscape and the lay-out of the city, for example wetlands, on river edges, steep hills, places vulnerable
for floods (floodplains) etc are the typical locations
where a slum can be found. Locating the slums in
Khulna is important since they are an insuperable
part of the urban tissue, knowing however the exact
borders of the slums in Khulna may not sensible due
to the slum dynamics and the land speculation. An
interpretation of the slums’ tendencies, its directions,
and its lack of facilities is only possible on small scale,
since the characteristics of each slum will differ from
place to place, and time to time.

emergency rule since January 2007, the retreat of the
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Informal houses in Khulna
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Ponds within rural and urban development

The transition from a structure which was water based,

For the urban areas it is more complicated concerning

to a development which is road based, also has its

the disappearance of the ponds. Although embank-

consequences for the ponds and other water bodies,

ments and sluices were constructed and surface- and

even in the rural area. An area which gets denser pop-

ground water levels more or less could be controlled,

ulated gets more ponds (density), but when urbanisa-

there was not a direct solution for the rapid growing

tion goes on the density decreases again. Growth of

cities. Because of an expansive world of spontane-

population, the rural to urban migration and the road

ous informal urbanization and a high land price, the

based economies, the retreat of the government etc.

less suitable areas like lowlands, riverbanks and wa-

are all causes which contribute to pressure on open

ter bodies were claimed by the informal sector. With

space in the city, which leads to the filling up of the

the occupation of the less suitable and vulnerable

ponds. Whatever the cause may be, when you look

landscapes of the margins of the city, the whole city

closer on a smaller scale, the reasons of the filling up

suffers from the unfavourable consequences of those

of the ponds are more complicated. In any case, the

claimed areas which used to be the green buffers for

“poor” mostly are not the initiators of the loss of open

drainage and retention of water.

water in the city.

Half dug-out pond in peri-urban areas

Dug-out pond in peri-urban areas

Filled up pond

TIME
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Common urbanisation phases regarding ponds: in an early phase the amount
of pond surface is rising, when urbanisation continues ponds are being filled
up to create even more suitable building ground.
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URBAN MORPHOLOGY KHULNA
The pond is an element spread over the whole territory

Ca. 1450- 1757: Pre-colonial; begin of a settlement

of Khulna, but the usage of these ponds is depending
on the way people are living in the several differing

Khulna was well known for salt manufacturing and

neighbourhoods in the city. Therefore it is necessary

date sugar industries during the late Mughal period

to identify the urban morphologies of Khulna, in or-

(18th and 19th century). Khulna already was a small

der to reveal the relevance of the ponds in its various

settlement with a little centre for trade, located on one

contexts. The compilation of an urban tissue atlas of

of the highest riverbanks of the district. In terms of

sorts facilitates comparative analysis and remains a

trade, Khulna was the collection point for products

useful testament to the variety and richness of settle-

from the region’s agricultural production, like jute,

ment morphologies. KDA already distinguished build-

rice, tobacco and sugar cane. Also natural sources

ings, roads and ponds. But obviously, the buildings

like fish and wood from the Sundarbans was collect-

are separable in different types like in Khulna; pucca’s

ed in this regional centre.

(concrete/ stones), semi-pucca’s (semi-temporal)
and katcha’s (temporal buildings). Yet the ponds neither have been determined in different types, nor has

1757- 1947: British colonial period; the railway track

their relation with the surroundings been grasped. The
urban morphology gives more insights in the ponds’

Even in the early days of the British administration,

different types and their nested importance.

the principal industry of the district of Khulna was salt

Before this classification has been made, a history

manufacture. The staff had its headquarters at Khul-

of the development of the city is necessary to under-

na, accompanied with a small military force. But other

stand some developments and expressions which

industries came into being and soon there was the

were enabled by important catalyzing developments

demand for a railway track, which connected Khulna

and implementations through history.

with Jessore and Calcutta in 1884.

Development of the city through time

1757- 1947: British colonial period; first bypass road

Before you classify urban morphology units in the
city, it is necessary to have an impression of the de-

There was also the need for an expansion of the city of

velopment of the city through time. Some phases in

Khulna because of the growth of population and the

Khulna’s development determined the lay-out and ex-

new built railway track which took along an agglomer-

pression of the city nowadays.

ation of other developments. The new infrastructure,

and the development of dwellings and small indus-

worked on the following page. You see that the period

tries along new or existing paths, were the first signs

1947-1971 increased the urbanised areas of Khulna

of a city structure which was not fully depended upon

enormously. The introduction of the Jute mills was

the river anymore.

one of the most important economical drivers. Seen
from the perspective of an urban planner, this process
dragged along a new structure within the city.

1947- 1971: East Pakistan; jute mills
The Khulna district witnessed some significant industrial progress after 1950. A number of large scale industrial units were set up in the district during the period 1950-1970. The main activities came from the jute
industries. In this period twelve jute mills were built,
all sponsored by the former East Pakistan Industrial
Development Corporation.

1971- present: Bangladesh; road-based economy
The last 30 till 40 years were characterized by the decreasing economical prospective of the jute industry.
Other industries which are related to rural production
came up. Especially the seafood (shrimp) processing industries grew and settled along the riverbanks
and the larger connecting roads with the rest of the
country. The implementation of the bypass highway is
the best example in this regard. Nevertheless, Khulna
remains the centre for a largely productive hinterland.
Nowadays shrimp production is one of the major export products with results in more shrimp processing
fabrics in Khulna.
The history of development in Khulna is spatially
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Ca. 1450- 1757: Pre-colonial

1757- 1947: British colonial period

1757- 1947: British colonial period

Begin of a settlement

The railway track

First bypass road

Historical growth of the city of Khulna

0m

500 m

1000 m

2000 m

River

0m

500 m

1000 m

2000 m

Road
Railway

Conceptual representation of a river based economy which changed towards a road based economy
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1947- 1971: East Pakistan 		

1971- present: Bangladesh 		

Jute mills

Road-based economy

Urban Landscape Morphology

Bara Bazaar
Colonial neighbourhood
Railway area
Industry and army
New development
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Formal neighbourhoods
Vernacular neighbourhoods
Vernacular neighbourhoods in lower areas
Linear structure
Semi-rural

Urban morphology of the city

A linear structure parallel to the river, small roads and

An urban morphology in urban units was based on

a high density characterises the spatial structure of

the mapped areas after the fieldwork (program of the

the neighbourhood. The change in transport means,

city), the development through time, the city structure

from a dominating water based transport to a road

and the fieldwork experience. The size, shape and

based transport, resulted into the river becoming the

density of the ponds play an important role in the

back of the city, and shifting the full focus of trade,

determination of the morphology units. In advance it

transport and industry on the roads.

was already clear that there are relations between the
ponds and their context in a certain unit. The several

2. Colonial neighbourhood

units are clarified on the following pages.

Dated from 1757, this neighbourhood was built to provide the housing need for the colonists. The colonial

1. Bara Bazaar

neighbourhood is the oldest planned residential area.

Bara bazaar, lying on the top of the natural levee, is

With wide streets which are unoccupied by hawkers,

considered to be the oldest part of Khulna, and lo-

the experience is spacious and green. The houses

cated between the river, the marshalling yard and the

are nested in large gardens, mostly fenced from the

colonial part of the city. This area is the biggest and

road by walls or hedges. Nowadays only some build-

more important wholesale market of Khulna, provid-

ings are still used for residential purposes, the rest are

ing food and goods for Khulna.

used for institutional and governmental functions.

Bara Bazaar

Colonial neighbourhood
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3. Railway area

4. Industry and army

This area is the area where the railway tracks are

Characterising for these areas is the bigger scale,

leading to the (former) docks and the public train sta-

and the unity of the compound edged by walls and

tion. Spatially it is describable as open vacant land

fences. The accessibility is the part which is in hard

of ponds and grassland, and clusters of squatter’s

contrast with other typologies in Khulna. Only on a

houses. Nowadays this area is planned for future

few points the site could be entered. These spots are

housing and a city park.

explicitly located on strategic spots adjacent to the
river, railway or road. Because many industries (especially the Jute mills) are abandoned, slowly people
start to occupy the buildings of the industries and
projects are set up for habitation of these areas.

Railway area

Industry and army

5. New developments

6. Formal neighbourhoods

New neighbourhoods are built in Khulna for people

Along the major roads a strip of commercial activi-

with a better income. The development of these neigh-

ties, hotels, banks etc can be found. Along the small-

bourhoods is not based on the underlying landscape.

er streets and behind this commercial strip are the

Big ponds were dug in order to elevate the area of

residential areas located. In between these residen-

the proposed residential area. A secondary drainage

tial areas you find the urban hinterlands, with ponds

system is implemented in the new developments, and

that are not used anymore and started to become

the sewer of the houses is connected to the drain-

polluted, filled and sold to build houses on. Informal

age. So the new ponds are disconnected from the

activities and dwelling take place in these urban hin-

sewage system, although their size could cope with

terlands. The presence of the vegetation and ponds

unexpected contamination.

of the hinterland is not clearly visible from the streets
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because of all developments along the road.

New developments

Formal neighbourhoods
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7. Vernacular neighbourhoods

8. Vernacular neighbourhoods in lower areas

These areas are the bigger residential areas. The

In essence, these areas are the same like the Vernac-

curving streets and vernacular road structure are very

ular neighbourhoods, but located in lower and wet-

characterising. Many private developers are building

ter areas. Ponds are abundant and the applied cut

houses by buying up the cheaper spots within this

and fill process is still visible despite the high building

area, like the ponds. There is a lot variety among the

density. Nevertheless, in this area ponds are being

different houses. Also here the urban hinterlands are

filled up as well, which causes many flood problems

recognisable, although the difference between formal

during the Monsoon because secondary drainage is

and informal activities already becomes vaguer.

not present, and the retention capacity is decreasing.
The so-called Rupsa Slum in this area is one of the
biggest slums of Khulna.

Vernacular neighbourhoods

Vernacular neighbourhoods in lower areas

9. Linear structure

10. Semi-rural

Developments take place along the crossroads of

Single farmsteads are located along the river edges,

the main road, because the strip on both sides of the

and the main focus is agriculture.
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main road is obliged to use for commercial activities.
These kind of locations are interesting for developers
because of the accessibility via a main road.

Linear structure

Semi-rural
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South Khulna

that time, did benefit the Jute mills neither. Process-

The south part of Khulna city is regarding the topic

ing activities (mainly shrimps and other seafood prod-

the most interesting part to work with, because the

ucts), and trade became the main economical driv-

most urban morphologies are present in the spatial

ers, whereby the south of Khulna became interesting

transition from the historic centre Bara Bazaar to the

again.

fringes of the city. The typical residential areas with its

The bypass highway of Khulna is the new catalyst of

dispersed pond structures are the areas where the

development in Khulna. South of Khulna the highway

possibilities are lying to keep or strengthen its struc-

crosses the Rupsa River with the Rupsa Bridge. This

ture.

crossing point is a very important driver for economical development. The Rupsa River is much deeper

Another reason is the changed economic focus.

and broader than the river in the north of the city, what

Since the Jute mills became state enterprises, invest-

could attract bigger navigation. The combination of a

ments failed to sustain. The replacement of jute by

highway and access to a big river makes trade and

other products like plastic, an upcoming product in

transport interesting for developers.

South-Khulna

Khulna bypass
Rupsa bridge

THE PONDS IN KHULNA
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Relation between informal areas and ponds in
Khulna

clusters of informal housings dispersed in-between.

In the underlying map is visible where the slums are

housing mainly are located in the urban hinterlands.

located in Khulna city according to KDA. The places

Formal developments took place along the road be-

where the city extended to the lower parts and along

cause access to infrastructure is an important require-

khals you can find slums. Remarkable is the amount

ment since the economy is road based.

of slums in the urban morphologies around the city

When you check the characteristics of a slum identi-

centre in the formal neighbourhoods. The places not

fied by UN Habitat, you see that the urban hinterlands

directly located along the road, and therefore have

suffice for all five characteristics.

worse accessibility, are the places where even in the

The strong relation between the pond and the slum

city centre informal developments and housing take

areas within the housing block therefore is the indica-

place. Also the abandoned plots of the former indus-

tor of the scale which is still workable. The housing

tries are locations where people started to dwell, what

block is the scale which is still small enough in the

also by KDA is classified as a slum.

local community to handle (see conceptual drawing

In Khulna the formal private developments exist in

of the housing block).

units connected to infrastructure, with small detached
Location of slums by KDA

In the denser parts of the city, ponds and informal
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The formal areas are mainly located along the infrastructure for better connection. The remaining open space is situated in
the urban hinterland which is largely occupied by informal dwellings and ponds.

General characteristics of a slum

Road faced housing belt

Urban hinterland

Inadequate access to safe water

- Piped water

- Tube well
- Water from Pond

- Septic tank

- Latrines

and other infrastructure

- Secondary drainage system

- Dump in ponds

- Elevated locations along the road

- Lower lying hinterlands

- Buildingsmaterials like stone and

- Materials like wood and waste

Poor structural quality of housing and
located in hazardous locations

Overcrowding

Situation in Khulna

Inadequate access to sanitation

concrete
- High density

- Mostly single storeyed houses

- Multi storeyed houses

- Encroachment of open space and

- Many private housing

ponds

developments
Insecure residential status (tenure)

“Formal” and registered

“Informal” and unclear ownership

Urban hinterlands correspond to the
characteristics of a slum

Urban hinterland

Road faced housing belt
Conceptual drawing of the ‘housing block’
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Formal houses

Accrued pond

Informal houses/katcha

Formal houses at the street side and informal houses in the hinterland
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Examples of formal dwellings at the street side and informal dwellings in the hinterland
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Situation of the ponds in Khulna

the first were these infrastructures were implemented.

Population growth, scarcity of building land, a road

Of course it depends on the standard of living in the

based economy and replacement of the pond as pri-

certain neighbourhood. For instance, piped water is

mary need, are all reasons which contribute to the fact

only implemented in the relatively richer areas. In the

that ponds are disappearing and loosing their func-

slum areas the tube wells submitted the pond, and

tions in the urban context. With an expected growth

in the some even poorer areas and rural villages the

rate of 4-5 % (KDA 2002), the demand for housing

pond still is the source of drinking water.

will increase in Khulna. The shortage in building land

This means that the urbanization phases are not

results in a higher land price. This makes the price of

equally spatially distributed. The presence of a water

a water body per square meter cheaper than the price

pipe does not mean that everybody has access to

of land. Therefore many ponds are sold by the gov-

this source. Private developers can buy a plot with a

ernment to private owners and are being developed

pond in a relatively “poor” urban area where there is

into private houses.

no tube well or piped water. Primary functions for the
poor are lost in this way. The other way is also pos-

Reliance on infrastructure

sible. In areas with connections to piped water, poor

The dependence on road infrastructure is increasing.

people are living in small squatters where they do not

The road network therefore became the framework

have access to piped water and have to rely on other

of development in Khulna. The new highway is not

sources for drinking water.

only attractive for developers to settle in Khulna, also

The free market economy and land speculation are

the inhabitants of Khulna can profit of the faster con-

steering the development by which the poor are loos-

nections with other places in the country. This means

ing their primary needs, and whereby also the rich

that at least there should be access to a road by the

once will experience the consequences of these de-

house. A plot of vacant land next to the road is an

velopment on an other level, like floods, no vegetation

interesting spot, though these vacant lands have

in the city and no pleasant public space.

a pond in many cases. That is how the road faced

There are also other ways how the ponds can be

housing belt is formed.

used, like washing, bathing, fishing and irrigation of
surrounding land. But especially in the urbanised ar-

Reliance on water infrastructures

eas, where the main portion of food and water are

Other infrastructures also influenced the development

supplied via the above mentioned infrastructures, the

of the ponds. The introduction of the tube well and

pond looses its basis for existence.

piped water made the pond less necessary, especially the primary function of drinking water was lost

Sanitation

(SARMA 1994). The bigger villages and cities were

Within the housing block it is clearly visible that the

formal housing belt is connected to the secondary

ated in the urban hinterlands, ownership and the cus-

drainage system via a septic tank, in order to pre-

todian is unclear. In this manner it becomes easy to

treat the sewer and drain the flow. But the urban hin-

fill the pond and occupy the place for individual in-

terlands with the slums only have single latrine pits or

terests. These problems occur in almost every urban

surface latrines, and no further connections to other

morphology

systems, leading to a disposal of the sewerage waste
water into the ponds. Without treatment, this gives a

Reasons for existence or preservation of ponds in the

very unhygienic environment, and leads to accreted

urban area from an individual point of view:

and polluted ponds.

• Economical benefits; (Urban aquaculture) Ponds
of private owners where fish is cultivated are leased

Now the difference between private and common

to people who maintain and/or harvest the pond. This

goals becomes important. Almost all acts are argued

seems to work for the average larger ponds which are

from an individual point of view, which will become

at least 90 cm deep (also in dry season), and could

clear in the reasons why ponds are filled up, or why

be provided with clean water, or could be safeguard-

ponds still exist (see fieldwork; Appendix I).

ed from waste water or polluted water. Such ponds
can be found in the urban morphologies vernacular

Some individual reasons why ponds are filled up:

neighbourhoods and vernacular neighbourhoods in

• Land speculation and private development; They

lower areas.

are filled up (sometimes waste disposal) for man’s

• Ponds to provide primary needs; Ponds in their orig-

own development of houses or other buildings. The

inal use (like fishing, washing, bathing and providing

owner can sell or rent the building. The ponds which

water) can be found in the traditional villages where

are bought by private developers are especially lying

the ponds are components of the households and/ or

in the ubran morphologies formal neighbourhoods,

farmyards, and are a part of the agricultural system.

vernacular neighbourhoods and vernacular neigh-

Ponds which are functioning in their original use can

bourhoods in lower areas.

be found in the urban morphologies linear structure

• Family growth; Ponds are filled for family use. Fam-

and semi-rural.

ily growth leads to a demand for space where the children or other family members could settle on the area

There are only a few ponds in Khulna which serve a

owned by the family, because there is a lack of space

common or public goal, namely the ponds with a rec-

in the neighbourhood. These phenomena are found in

reational function. This means that the ponds and its

the urban morphologies vernacular neighbourhoods

perimeters which are consciously pinpointed by the

and vernacular neighbourhoods in lower areas.

government as recreation areas or are taken up in a

• Unclear ownership; Because many ponds are situ-

public park. In Khulna only a few ponds of this type
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The relationship with water in the different urbanisation phases in Bangladesh

INCREASE SIGNIFICANCE
OF INDIVIDUAL GOALS

are only located in the urban morphologies new developments and colonial area.

COURTYARD
Common goals, private goals
From the analysis can be concluded that the importance of the ponds differs in the several urbanization
phases in Bangladesh. The most important indicator
of the primary functions of the ponds is the way how
water is supplied. The introduction of the tube wells,
and later on piped water, made the primary functions
of the ponds on an individual basis less relevant or
even redundant. Although these household functions
were replaced by other systems, urban processes like
the densification of the city, the higher percentages of
pavement and a road based economy led to a higher
demand in other levels of functions; functions which
are more public or common instead of individual.
Common goals which can be adopted by ponds, like
flood prevention, green in the city and recreation, are
disregarded with the loss of individual profits of the
ponds in the higher urbanization phases. A higher
urbanization level includes situations (higher density,
more pavements) where spots, like the ponds in Khulna, are ideal locations to function as water retention
areas, green spots in the city and attractive recreation
spots in the neighbourhood.
In short, the original individual goals the ponds can offer in an agricultural setting are not sufficient enough
to sustain in the urban context. Though, the ponds
begin to cover significant common goals when urban-

HOUSING BLOCK

isation continuous, but water retention and outdoor
living space are totally neglected.

INCREASE SIGNIFICANCE
OF COMMON GOALS
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Tube well in Khulna

Single latrine

Food production on the edges of the pond

Productive fish pond in Rupsa slum

Reliance on ponds for daily domestic activities

Marking the future building site in the pond
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[

Problem definition

]

PROBLEMS ON COMMON AND PRIVATE LEVEL
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In the introduction was stated the following problem

the easy victims of the land grabbers first through en-

definition:

croachment.

“As a consequence of on-going urbanisation, ponds

The problem

are disappearing at a high rate in the city of Khulna
with severe socioeconomic consequences for the

The urban areas are usually high density and crowded

city’s inhabitants. Socioeconomic consequences like

areas with compact surface developments. As a re-

loss of water retention and public open space.”

sult during monsoon due to heavy rains surface run
off finds it difficult to drain out causing short lived wa-

Now it is clear that there is a clear distinction between

ter logging. Where there exist drainage channels, like

private and common goals, and common goals on

khals and rivers, the water can easily get drained out.

neighbourhood or city level are not expressed now-

The ponds can serve as water retention areas thus
reducing the risk of flooding. Where these water
bodies and water channels are filled up the risk of
flooding increases. Also that with the encroachment and filling up of waterbodies the scope water based recreation opportunities is lost which is
one of the basic amenities in urban areas. Under
the existing laws there is no clear indication as
who is the custodian of these waterbodies.

adays. But on the other hand, according to KDA’s
“Structure Plan, Master Plan and Detailed Area Plan
(2001-2020) for Khulna city”, it seems that they recognise the problem on this common level:
KDA Structure Plan, Master Plan and Detailed Area
Plan (2001-2020), chapter 19 “Legal aspects” p 219:

“ Protection of waterbodies
The phenomenon

”

The acts on an individual level have impacts on a
public level. One of the reasons why KDA has no

With the increasing population the supply of land in

direct solution to work on these problems is the un-

urban areas is gradually decreasing leading to rise in

controlled, informal economy and the overwhelming

the value of land. It is a general tendency that in such

economy of land speculation. Spatial planning to

a situation the land hungry people try to grab the un-

meet these issues becomes almost impossible.

used and uncared state (khas) properties. By the state
owned waterbodies, khals, rivers and ponds become

The integration of the informal areas in the design
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PHENOMENON

CAUSES

LOSS OF ...

POPULATION GROWTH
Family Expansion
on Own Plot
Scarcity of Suitable
Vacant Land
Buy up of Ponds by
Private Owners
Water Retention

Densiﬁcation

Open Space/Water

(Unclear) ownership

Disappearance of PONDS

No Responsibility
for Ponds

Vegetation

Increasing Scale
of Sewer and
Drainage Systems

Land Accretion

Economy

URBANISATION
Biodiversity

Introduction of
Tube Wells
Function Loss of PONDS

Main Development
along Infrastructure

City is Moving
Southwards

INFRASTRUCTURE

No Drainage System for Informal
Build-Up Area’s

Water Pollution

PRIVATE GOALS

Private goals of the inhabitants of Khulna undermine the common goals

Clean Water
(Pollution)
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IMPACT

COMMON GOALS

Floods

Decline in Outdoor Living Space

Decline in Air Puriﬁcation Capacity

Increase of Health Problems
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is essential. This means that the implementations

fects will multiply on similar sites elsewhere. In this re-

against floods and to provide outdoor living space are

gard, the multiplication of these solutions also serves

not sufficient. When the starting point becomes the

common goals which only work on larger scale, in a

slum, accessibility, sanitation and profits on an indi-

pattern or dispersion. In this way a whole neighbour-

vidual level are main focus points which should found

hood could benefit of the implementation on a smaller

the profits on common level.

scale or a site elsewhere (acupunctural approach).
The housing block is the scale in Khulna which has
an informal community extent in which people are

Acupunctural approach and housing block

closely related to each other. It overlaps the area of

The scale where you work on should be small enough

a few ponds, and has the capacity to fulfil goals on a

in the local community to handle. An important side

common level. In order to come up with an integrate

benefit is the establishment of a connection between

design where the several aspects are combined in

the people and the place; like stewardship, sense of

an appropriate way, the following research questions

ownership and pride. Micro planning is needed to

have been formulated.

create successful detailed solutions from which its ef-

RESEARCH QUESTION
What is needed to design a healthy pond system, working as a retention area, while improving the social and
economical relevance of ponds starting from an individual level?

1. Can (existing) ponds form an adequate capacity of water retention inside the city?

2. By re-using or making ponds in the city, how is it possible to improve the outdoor public space in the city?

3. How can the water retention areas kept clean or be maintained when using water purification systems?

4. Can land be used for water retention be combined with urban agriculture/aquaculture and social forestry
to improve the economical/social basis of these ponds?
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[

Water drainage and water retention

]

Water drainage and water retention are major issues

occur in Khulna as well. The rapidly expanding urban-

in rural and urban Bangladesh. 80% of the precipi-

ization has its consequences for the city and the flood

tation falls during the Monsoon in the summer (July,

risks. Several independent researches concluded that

August and September), but on the other hand the

the filling up of the pond for housing development or

winter is very dry. Retention and drainage need to be

encroachment of the ponds by the informal sector

adjusted to provide water year-round (for agriculture

led to severe and more frequent floods in the cities

in the dry season, drinking water etc.) and to prevent

of Bangladesh (MURTAZA 2001, CHOUDHURY 2005,

floods in the summer.

FAISAL 2003, RAJUK 1995). Faisal even proclaimed

Khulna is not in the urbanization stage like Dhaka is.

with a study, that 12% of the urban areas should be

In Dhaka waterlog during the Monsoon is a major

planned for open water retention, in contrary to the

problem due to the lacking capacity to drain or retain

4% of his study area in Dhaka.

water on strategic locations. In 2004, after a rainfall of

There are two sources which proved annual waterlog-

600 mm in 5 days, large areas of Dhaka were water-

ging in Khulna. As you can see in the map hereunder

logged, and it took more than a week for the water to

huge areas are confronted with floods.
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recede. But the same problems with floods begin to
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Floods and solutions nowadays

None of the above mentioned reasons take the ponds

KDA argues in its Masterplan that the reasons for wa-

into account, although the ponds are a significant

terlogging have been identified as follows:

component in the hydrological cycle of the city.

•

Improper operation and maintenance of khals/

To understand the significance of ponds in the city to

drains

prevent floods and to provide water year-round, an

•

Blockage in the existing khals/ drains

insight is given in the contribution of the ponds in the

•

Absence of integrated network comprising sec-

city’s hydrological cycle and its specific dynamics.

ondary and roadside drains

This is done in order to come up with principles for

Haphazard expansion of the settlements which

how to handle the issues concerning water drainage

obstructs the natural drainage system

and retention in relation with floods.

•
•

Uncontrolled and haphazard disposal of solid
waste into the drainage system

•

Siltation in the drainage channels with conse-

City’s hydrological cycle

quent reduction of discharge capacity

When there is lacking data and information is scarce,

Existing secondary drainage network is connected to the khals and rivers. KDA focusses
on the improvement of the secondary drainage network in order to prevent floods.
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Top three: khals in Khulna | bottom three: secondary drainage in Khulna
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a way to deal with these issues is to reveal how the

and unique for each setting. The local dynamics de-

city’s hydrological cycle works. In its basics, the pro-

termine how these processes (like precipitation, infil-

cess of precipitation, infiltration, storage and surface

tration, base flow etc.) relate to each other. On the

flow is rather complicated, but the basic flows could

other hand there is only one medium where the land-

be investigated easily. This in order to make deliber-

scape architect could influence or change anything;

ated choices about the implications planned on the

the surface (and upper ground layers). This does not

surface by a landscape architect. In brief; under natu-

mean that it is difficult to change the hydrological

ral conditions the landscape is the expression of the

cycle by this single medium. It is exactly the oppo-

surface which is influenced by the hydrological cycle

site; by changing the surface you could change many

(WHITE 2002). It is obvious that natural landscapes

relations between the related processes, especially

function different than urbanized landscapes in this

below the surface. In this case it is about whether the

regard. Ferguson described the world without people

surface is impervious or pervious (regardless natural

and their cities, and with people and their cities:

or artificial situations).
In Khulna the filling up of the ponds and development

Environmental surface:

of buildings and infrastructure leads to an increase

“Water that infiltrates the soil supports our plants,

of the impervious surfaces. Despite the location, this

whether crops, maintained urban landscapes, or na-

increase of the paved, impermeable surfaces leads

tive prairies and forests. Where we allow the system

to an increase of the risk of floods and it reduces the

to work, water that infiltrates the soil replenishes the

recharge rate of the aquifer. Since the spatial devel-

aquifers from which we take out well water. Its gradual

opments of Khulna have to deal with local hydrologi-

discharge from the earth makes floods moderate.”

cal dynamics like the Monsoon, and with a demand

(Ferguson, 1998)

of drinking water depending for 70 % on the aquifer
(KDA 2002), the city should consider how to handle

However, the city came:

the development which influences the amount of im-

“Urban development has been changing all that. Im-

pervious surfaces.

pervious pavements are collection pans that concen-

In particular increased urban area would imply in-

trate runoff and all the pollutants that accumulate on

creased impervious region and reduced time to peak

them, and propel everything immediately into streams

as well as reduction in infiltration. According to natural

without treatment.” (Ferguson, 1998)

hydrological phenomena, due to increased impervious area precipitation responds quickly reducing the

According to the concept Thornthwaite, 1955, the

time to peak and producing higher peak flows in the

hydrological cycle is very simple and logical. All the

drainage channels.” (NIRUPAMA AND SIMONOVIC

processes together form a balance which is different

2006)

surface runoff

impermeable
cover
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permeable
cover and/or waterbodies

time

Permeable cover and/or waterbodies lower the amount of water
runoff during rainfall

precipitation

precipitation

evapotranspiration

no evapotranspiration
direct runoff
& FLOODS
no infiltration

surface

direct runoff
INFILTRATION

landscape

no soil moisture

root zone

deeper
subsurface

lower groundwater
level

Conveyance

landscape

soil moisture

higher groundwater level
and recharge of the acquifer

base flow

Detention

Concept of Thornthwaite

base flow
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Adaption to local dynamics

drain water as soon as possible, leads to an increase

Inundation in Khulna occurs due to localized storm

of the chance of floods.

rainfall (internal floods), which are affecting the drain-

The most important components of the drainage and

age system and the decreasing amount of retention

retention system in the urban areas in the low lying

ponds. External floods are not likely to occur since

flat plain of Bangladesh are the tributaries, the canals,

Khulna is situated in the tidal zone of the Ganges Riv-

the ponds and drainage along the road. These sys-

er delta. The tidal system in the rivers and khals works

tems are horizontally flowing systems, except for the

as a buffer which can carry enormous amounts of wa-

ponds. In most cases a pond is not connected to any

ter what can be discharged every 6 till 12 houres.

other open water system. The ground water level, soil

With an annual precipitation rate of 2000 mm, and

permeability and evaporation define the water level in

strong seasonal fluctuations in precipitation, temper-

the pond, and thus the retention capacity of the pond

ature and humidity Bangladesh has an explicit Mon-

during the Monsoon.

soon character. The seasonal differences make drainage and retention of water so important. With a peak

In the map in the right is visible that there are only

flow of 300 till 350 millimeter precipitation per month

a few wards (ward 19, 25 and 26) in South Khulna

during the Monsoon, many problems occur in the ur-

which are safeguarded from floods. The rest of the

banized areas. According to a recent study there is

wards face annual floods, from severe till less wor-

an expected increase in mean monsoon precipitation

rying ones. All the floods are caused by Monsoon

of 8% in South Asia (KRIPALANI et al. 2007). Totally

rainfall. The urban drainage system and the natural

paved street sections, concrete buildings and densi-

drainage system are necessary in general, but also

fication make the chance of flooding bigger. Urbani-

seem to be significant according to the data. Wards

sation with its impervious areas and its tendency to

where drainage systems are available, and mainly
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- no ponds
- no khals (small water canals)
- little secundary drainage

FLOODS

Plot B: Rupsa

Plot C: Sonadanga

- ponds

- ponds

- no khals (small water canals)

- khals (small water canals)

- secundary drainage

- secundary drainage

FLOODS

NO FLOODS
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the ones where a natural drainage like a tributary is

drainage tubes should connect the flow systems with

present, suffer less from floods than the wards which

the ponds in the urban hinterlands.

do not have this system. The tidal water flow in the
tributaries has an enormous carrying capacity, which
does not retain the gathered rainwater more than 6

Principles for khulna

till 12 hours.

The idea of wadi’s is not new, and already used in
many places in Khulna. But the connection to the sec-

What you can conclude is that a few sites in Khulna

ondary drainage often means a crossing through the

will correspond to the 12 % proclaimed area for open

formal building belt along the road. The only connec-

water. The strength of a proper drainage system is

tions are possible via paths, alleys, which also is the

the combination of water drainage and retention. This

human access to the urban hinterlands.

means that there should be possibilities to drain water

At the end, the secondary drainage system is con-

into the ponds during the monsoon, instead of drain-

nected to the rivers and the khals which fringe Khulna.

ing the water out of the city as soon as possible. Small

Precipitation is drained and retained in a hierarchical

wadi’s (small linear structures like paths, alleys and

system of secondary drainage systems, ponds and

ditches which could drain water during Monsoon) or

khals/rivers.

Present situation of the housing block

Hierarchy in drainage/retention system (ponds,
secondary drainage, khal and river)

Ponds

Secondary drainage

Main road profile: drainage possible
towards access road
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Housing block: connection between the secondary
drainage and the (retention) ponds
Access road profile: drainage possible
towards urban hinterland

Neighbourhood: connection between the secondary
drainage and the (retention) ponds

Neighbourhood: connection of secondary drainage
and (retention) ponds to khals
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[

Outdoor living space

]

Outdoor living space in Khulna

ter front green.”

The outdoor living space in Khulna is not called public

- “Also that with the encroachment and filling up of

space because the variety of the outdoor space does

waterbodies the scope water based recreation oppor-

not lie in the distinction between private and public.

tunities is lost which is one of the basic amenities in

The urban outdoor space in South Asia is much more

urban areas.”

a part of domestic activities. In tropical climates and
in countries with high population densities outdoor liv-

Again the problems are recognised and described on

ing space is even more important to enable the over-

a larger scale. But before you intervene you need to

whelming, intense and brimming street and outdoor

know which hierarchy is meant in Khulna and which

living life.

activities take place in which hierarchy level. In this

The ponds in Khulna are a significant part of the out-

way you can recover the qualities of outdoor living

door living space in Khulna on community level. With

space and it becomes possible to understand which

the disappearance of the ponds and the encroach-

conditions are necessary to reach a certain quality.

ment of the urban hinterlands, an important source of
open space is lost in terms of social and cultural coherence. Especially in the city, open space is not only

Charles Correa

necessary to enable exchanges of goods (pragmatic),

The open space, water and recreation can help to re-

nut also for exchanges of entertainment, knowledge

habilitate people in such crowded cities like Khulna.

and visions (society building) (MEYER, JOSSELIN DE

Or as stated by Charles Correa (an Indian architect,

JONG, HOEKSTRA 2006).

planner, activist and theoretician): “Obviously there
is a brutal mismatch between the way our cities have
been built and the way people are compelled to use

KDA objectives

them. Families living in the traditional towns and vil-

Regarding outdoor living space and ponds, KDA has

lages of India are much poorer and often have no

the following propositions:

more room than one room - but this is augmented by
access to what in our climate and culture is an incred-

- “Open space is one of the most demanding areas of

ible resource: Open-to-sky space. In fact, there is a

city amenities that needs priority intervention.”

whole system of such spaces, used by the families ev-

- “Considering the future demand for open space and

ery day: courtyards & terraces, front doorstep, the wa-

availability of land it is proposed to maintain a standard

ter trap, the principal open space used by the whole

of minimum 1 acre per 1000 population. Categories

community” (CORREA 1989)

of open space spaces should vary hierarchically from

Urban living involves more than just the use of a house

neighbourhood level park and play ground to river/wa-

or a small room. The house is rather part of a whole
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system, which is generally hierarchical. According to

The system can also work when the difference of one

Correa there is a hierarchical system in countries like

element could be compensated with one of the other

India and Bangladesh, which appears to have four

three elements. For example, smaller houses could

major elements: (1) spaces for private contacts, (2)

be compensated with more neighbourhood meeting

spaces for intimate contact, (3) spaces for city neigh-

spaces. This mutual interdependency is a second

bourhood meetings and (4) spaces meant as the

phenomenon which creates a certain flexibility.

principal urban area.
The classification is based on a concept consisting
of two constantly observed urban phenomena. The

Hierarchical system applied on Khulna

first one is that it is clear that most of these spaces

This concept by Correa could also be applied on

are not indoor or covered up, but open-to-sky. This is

Khulna in Bangladesh, because many aspects, like

of fundamental significance because India and Ban-

climate and historical origins, are comparable with In-

gladesh are in tropical climates where many activities,

dia. Of course there are some specific national or lo-

especially activities of the poor, can and do take place

cal phenomena which make the place a typical “Ben-

outdoors. Approximately 75% of essential functions of

gali” one, but in general they are quite the same. The

living occur in an open-to-sky space (Correa 1989).

four hierarchical spaces in Khulna:

4

1

2
3

Hierarchical system of open public space: (1) spaces for private contacts, (2) spaces for intimate contact, (3) spaces for
city neighbourhood meetings and (4) spaces meant as the principal urban area
Source: CORREA 1989
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1_ Spaces For Private Contacts

home

residence

COURTYARDS

sleeping

primary needs

home is indoor AND outdoor

informal

family visits

cooking

shelter

2_ Spaces For Transport And
Intimate Contacts

transport

riekshaws

market

shops

STREETS AND OTLA’S
rush
trade
open water
playgroup

PONDS

public park

pleasant city climate

attractive
recreation

washing

festivals
buffer between different urban areas

get together

larger ponds

cricket

commemorations
monuments

large open grass field

Experience and interpretation of the different categories of open public space

informal

vegetation
fishing

4_ Principal Urban Areas

tea stands

social gathering

water supply

familiar place

MAIDANS

noise

formal relations

tuk tuk’s

3_ Spaces For City
Neighbourhood Meetings

motion

tural system, many (domestic) activities also happen

In Khulna, dwelling in many cases still takes place in

outside, whereby the courtyard also could be consid-

the traditional agricultural-based courtyard housing

ered as a private space.

stead. All these spaces are used for primary things in

Qualities:

daily life, like cooking, sleeping and private contacts.

Home is indoor and outdoor, primary needs available

Because the courtyard is originated from the agricul-

etc.

Farmstead

Spaces for private contacts

Courtyard
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Courtyard
Layout of a courtyard
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The courtyard is still a common phenomenon in informal houses and farmsteads in Khulna
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Spaces for intimate contact

it contains a whole spectrum of formal and informal

The courtyard is partly a space for contact with oth-

activities which let the urban fabric work. For bazaars

ers. The structure of a neighbourhood full of court-

and inhabitants with shops, the street could become

yards creates a permeable lay-out of the environ-

the decor of an otla. In fact, it is the location of some

ment, whereby meetings between inhabitants easily

extended activities of the shop. It is the transition from

can take place on one of those courtyards. But the

the private shop to the public street, and seen from

actual location of this level is the streets. It is the place

this hierarchical perspective, the transition from the

where you have contact with your neighbour, where

private contacts to the intimate contacts with others.

people barge down the price at a market stall, where

Qualities:

you can take a rickshaw, etc. The street as an urban

Trade, connections and an active street life

element in Bangladesh is of such an importance, that

The location of bazaars in South-Khulna

Private house/shop

Street
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Streetshops/hawkers
Typical layout of a street

Shops along the main roads and in the city centre

Street
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Spaces for city neighbourhood meetings

perimeter of the ponds, in order to give them a central

The third level in Khulna is the space which makes

location in the neighbourhood. Social mixing up of the

the city green. Among other spaces within this level,

slum people, and the people living in the formal hous-

the thousands of ponds are the elements which con-

ings, is possible in these city neighbourhood meeting

tribute to an overwhelming abundance of vegetation

places.

and procurement for social gathering and meetings

Qualities:

with other city dwellers in the urban hinterland. This

Meetings with acquaintances, vegetation and a pleas-

social function is strengthened since the introduction

ant city climate, rest

of the tube wells, which were mostly installed on the

A pond forms a crucial public space in both the urban and the urban context. The provision of piped water in the city creates a
loss in function for the ponds, making the pond more liable to urbanisation.

Formal houses provide
with piped water

House

Street

House
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Pond

Street

Typical layout of a street

Ponds as recreational spaces
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Principal urban areas

a wasteland, but rather describable as a grassy field

These areas are used by the whole city. In compari-

where people play cricket and football or enjoy other

son with Western situations, these principal urban

spontaneous forms of leisure and informal activities

areas are the public parks of the city; a place where

(MATHUR 1999).

you can sport or make a short walk in a green en-

Other forms of this level are public parks, sport fields,

vironment. South Asia’s most well-known indigenous

bus- and train stations etc.

urban open spaces are the maidans. In use and ap-

Qualities:

pearance a maidan is neither a planned city park, nor

Sport, festivals, experience of space

Major transport stations (orange) and maidens (green) in Khulna.

Pond
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Public park/maiden
A public park/maiden with view on a pond

Public parks/maidens in Khulna
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Interpretation of the qualities of the open space
in Khulna

BLE 1969), this is far too low. It is not easy to calculate

Although all the elements of the open spaces are

Khulna is rapidly losing its 3rd level; the ponds.

present, the situation concerning open space is not

When you look more specific on the territory of Khul-

ideal in Khulna. The city has to deal with a lack of

na, a mutual interdependency between the different

open space. According to a study by A. Islam there is

hierarchical levels in Khulna is clearly visible. Differ-

0,028 hectare open space per 1.000 persons (ISLAM

ent types of urban fabrics require a different ratio

2007). In comparison with the international standards

between the four levels of spaces to function well.

of 1.6 hectare open space per 1.000 persons (KEE-

A diversion of the different fabrics in trade, residen-

the exact amounts in Khulna, but one thing is sure,

Spaces for city neighbourhood meetings (ponds) are disappearing out of the city and
Principal urban areas are planned by KDA outside the city

Proposed city park

tial and productive areas already shows a difference

hard contrast between the informal and the formal

in the proportion of the four levels. For example,

world. The ponds with its neighbourhood functions

the Rupsa slum puts emphasis on the intimate and

can not be compensated with a lower level like the

neighbourhood level, where the colonial area, with its

street, or a higher level like a maidan, because there

large open plots, play an important role in foreseeing

is no space available.
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public space for sport.
The areas where the mutual interdependency looses
its ratio are the middle class areas (except the urban

Dispersion of open space

morphology “new developments”). The filling up of

The case study by Assistant Professor of the Architec-

the ponds in these neighbourhoods results in a drop-

ture Discipline at Khulna University, A.K.M. Kausarul

ping out of the neighbourhood meeting places and

Islam, about the open vacant land in Khulna (ISLAM

the directly connected vegetation. Often the urban

2007), revealed that the development of these open

hinterlands are lacking accessibility, and there is a

vacant plots will provide the opportunity of mixing

Study on the possibility of ponds as public recreational green
Source: ISLAM 2007

maximum distance to green
(international standards)

maximum distance to green
(study by Islam, Khulna University)

0 m.

60 m.

120 m.

240 m.

maximum distance
(international stan

maximum distance
(study by Islam, K

0 m.

60 m.

120 m.
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up different social groups leading to a strong social

minutes away, the distance overwhelms the need. In

bondage, and that an integrated network of green

distances this means that every dwelling and work-

within the community will be ensured by the develop-

space should be located within 250 meters and that

ment into open green spaces. “Whatever the case is,

the green areas should be uniformly scattered at 500

all the time the need and demand for open spaces for

meter intervals. For Khulna, the ponds and its perim-

general people for their regular activities transformed

eters provided Khulna a perfect green structure which

open spaces into community places.” (ISLAM 2007)

suffices the ideal structure proposed by Christopher

Known that many of the vacant plots contain a pond

Alexander.

and that the presence of water still is an immeasurable value, the development of these dilapidated
open spaces should be considered to focus on revi-

Conclusion and design principles

talization of the urban environment for public interest.

The reuse of the ponds and vacant land is the best

Islam described 3 options in Khulna to gather new

opportunity to keep green public spaces in Khulna

open spaces: (1) reuse of existing vacant land, (2)

according to the research by Kausarul Islam. This can

searching for new areas outside the innercity and (3)

be endorsed by the structure given by Christopher Al-

deconstruction of building within the innercity.

exander. Khulna is blessed with such a structure of

The second option creates a lost proximity to the

ponds, and can be re-used as outdoor living space

open space for the inhabitants, and third option leads

when it is used in a proper way. On the other hand,

to probable protests by inhabitants because of evac-

when Khulna looses its ponds, outdoor living space

uation. The option to reuse the existing open spaces;

will become very scarce and the hierarchy is lost.

spaces which are ready at hand, is the best because

Spatially the urban hinterlands again play an impor-

you take the ponds in account as well.

tant key role. The urban hinterlands with its ponds

Islam also conducted a study where he investigated

are the places which should be better accessible and

what the acceptable proximity of the ponds for the

should have a secondary path structure to enable

inhabitants is, if the vacant plots shall be developed

people strolling around and take alternative “calm”

into open green spaces with a pond. In fig. x you can

routes instead of the busy streets.

see that a few hundred meters distance from the

Simple social amenities like water stairs, tea houses

pond (depending on the structure of the road) is ac-

and small fairgrounds will attract people, and make

ceptable for daily visits by inhabitants.

the site interesting for a visit, not only for community

According to Christopher Alexander (ALEXANDER

inhabitants, but for people from other neighbour-

1977) a city should contain small green areas which

hoods as well.

should be accessible by everybody within a 2 or 3
minute walk. If the green areas are more than three
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Urban hinterland as public (recreational) space

Multifunctional use of ponds: domestic activities,
recreational activities, etc.

Connecting the urban hinterland in order to create a new network of recreational green spaces
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[

Wastewater treatment

]

The need for an adequate sanitation system is a world

ference can especially be found between the informal

wide known problem. Only 61% of the populated

and formal areas.

world is connected to a proper wastewater system.

Again the housing block with the informal and formal

Highly infectious, excreta related diseases such as

housing is the scale what could be analysed. A small

cholera still affect whole communities in developing

bore system is installed to divert the household waste

countries. Diarrhoea kills about 2.2 million people

water of the formal houses towards the larger bore

each year, 85% of them under the age of five. (VAN

system (or secondary drainage). However no connec-

BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008) This disease spreads

tion is made with the informal housing. By using small

easily in an environment of poor hygiene and inad-

gulley’s the waste water from the informal settlements

equate water supply and sanitation.

is drained towards the lowest point in the area, the
central located pond. The waste water from kitchens,

During the fieldwork it became clear that the way

toilets, etc. is congesting in these ponds and creating

wastewater is being discharged can vary from place

an unhealthy, smelly environment. The urban hinter-

to place in Khulna. This variation in sewage treatment

land is also the only open space in close proximity

is depending on the development level of the city, the

and therefore used as playing ground for children and

degree of income, etc.

grazing field for cattle.
The difference between the informal and formal ar-

Improvement of the sanitation and sewage in Khulna

eas result in many urban hinterland (consists of gar-

is a tremendous task. Many areas have an inadequate

dens, ponds, marshy land etc.) which are polluted by

way of dealing with their household waste water. A dif-

wastewater.

STORAGE
STORM WATER

HOUSES

Septic Tank

- toilet
- shower

Different ways wastewater is being discharged into the sewerage system or natural water system
Source: VAN BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008

STORM WATER
HOUSES
- toilet
- shower

Pre-treatment

STORM WATER

Wastewater
Treatment Facility
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An example of a way wastewater is dealt with is a housing
block near Baniakhamar. This block has formal houses at its
edges and informal houses in its urban hinterland.

The formal houses are connected to a small bore that is di-

The wastewater of the informal housings is flowing next to

verting the wastewater to the secondary drainage system at

the small bore system in a dug out ditch and accumulates in

the street.

the ponds in the urban hinterland.

Ditch to collect the wastewater from the

Ditch to collect the wastewater from the

Small bore system, next to the ditch of

informal housings

informal housings, lying next to the small

the informal houses

bore system.

Reflection on KDA proposals

The conventional system of collecting and treatment

KDA is also raising these problems in their Master-

in centrally located treatment plants can be found in

plan. In general they state that there is a pressing

many parts of the world. Pre-treatment is not always

need for an improved sanitary and sewage system.

happening and is depending on the practises and

This system should
consist of a network of sewers for
STORAGE

laws in the country. In developing countries is the

collecting the wastewater from the city and convey-

pre-treatment done by a septic tank or interceptor

STORM
WATER Khulna City
ing those to the treatment plant.
However,

tank in order to protect the sewers against clogging.

Corporation has limited resources to implement and

The pre-treatment enables the use of low-cost small

maintain these systems (KDA 2002).

bore sewers. KDA is already implementing this con-

HOUSES

Septic Tank

- toilet
- shower

Wastewater
Treatment Facility

STORM WATER
HOUSES
- toilet
- shower

Pre-treatment

Conventional system of sewerage system and wastewater treatment
Source: VAN BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008
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- toilet
- shower
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treatment

STORM WATER

HOUSES
- toilet
- shower

Wastewater
Small
bore/secondary drainage system in Khulna
Primary
Treatment

Storage

STORM WATER

Wastewater
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ventional system, with pre-treatment by septic tank

- construction of public toilets with increased num-

in Khulna. However large parts of the city and many

bers of users including women users in the public

informal households still have no access to the sew-

places like markets, commercial area, bus sta-

erage system and the collected waste water is freely

tions, bus/truck terminals and river ghats etc.

discharged in the ponds, rivers etc. (KDA 2002).
According to KDA, these interim solutions will not be
52 percent of the inhabitants of Khulna have access

able to solve the sewage problem in the city. Only a

to the sanitary latrine comprising of a septic tank. The

sewerage network implemented in a capital intensive

other half of the population is split up in one half us-

long term structural approach will be able to give a

ing other types of latrines, such as pit and bucket la-

solution in the long run (KDA 2002).

trines, and a second half that has unsanitary katcha
(temporarily) and surface latrines. (KDA 2002) The

Khulna city is rapidly changing and undergoing fur-

last two situations are especially found in the urban

ther urbanisation. Nowadays Khulna is only focused

hinterlands.

on collecting the waste water. Moreover, KDA is proclaiming that only a top-down program, which coverts

KDA is proposing the development of a sanitary

the entire city, will be able to give a solution. No pro-

sewerage network through a gradual improvement

posals are made in this regard, because of lacking

process and including the following two interim im-

capital. The biggest problem lies in the lacking acces-

provement programmes for the lower class and slum

sibility to sanitation for the slums and informal areas.

areas:

Since these areas are fringed in the housing block

- the production and supply of components of sin-

by the formal housings, a local solution needs to be

gle and twin pit latrines

found on the scale of the housing block.

Ways of dealing with wastewater in more informal areas

STORAGE

Waste water treatment systems

very high, and the technology demands specialised

STORAGE STORM WATER

Conventional systems

knowledge.
The investment costs of a sewer system were inves-

STORM WATER

The conventional system is as the name is proclaim-

tigated at a global level in the period between 1990

ing the most frequent used system in most of the ur-

and 2000 (SERAGELDIN 1994, HUTTON & HALLER

banised- toilet
areas in the world. Wastewater and stormwa-

2004) and estimated roughly at 1000 US$ /house-

ter is collected into one system and treated in a large

hold and an annual cost in the order of 100-150 US$/

- toiletoutside the urban areas. The collecting
installation

household. The investment costs increase to approxi-

has however as consequences that the costs for both

mately 2000 US$/household and the annual costs to

the sewerage drainage as the treatment system are

200 – 300 US$/household if wastewater treatment is

HOUSES

-HOUSES
shower

Septic Tank
Septic Tank

- shower

HOUSES
- toilet
-HOUSES
shower
- toilet
- shower

STORM WATER

Wastewater
Treatment Facility
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Wastewater
Treatment Facility

Pre-treatment
Pre-treatment

STORM WATER
STORM WATER
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Septic Tank

- toilet
-HOUSES
shower
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Wastewater
Treatment Facility

Wastewater
- toilet
Treatment Facility
- shower
Separated
system: stormwater (rainwater) and wastewater is collected each in its own pipe system
Source: VAN BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008
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DEWAT-system: local treatment of wastewater before discharging inStorage
the stormwater system (natural or man made)
Source: VAN BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008
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included. Such high expenses are only affordable by

soon). At the end, the idea of a DEWAT system is to

a small part of the population (VAN BUUREN 2008

treat water locally.

personal communication).
A DEWAT is… (SASSA 1998)
Separated Systems

- an approach, rather that just a technical hardware

In areas annually affected by Monsoon rainfall the

package

frequency and harmful substances of stormwater can

- provides treatment for wastewater flows from

overflow. This overflow during monsoon season is

1-500m³ per day, from both domestic and indus-

harming the wastewater treatment system and slow-

trial sources

ing down the process of a wastewater treatment facil-

- is based on a set of treatment principles the selec-

ity. In a separate system the stormwater is separated

tion of which has been determined by their reliabil-

from the sewage water.

ity, longevity, tolerance towards inflow fluctuation,

A separated stormwater and wastewater system gives

and most importantly, because these treatment

as result a better protection of surface water and in

principles dispense with the need for sophisticated

most cases a better treatment of the wastewater. On

control and maintenance.

the other hand these systems are more expensive

- work without technical energy and thus cannot be

due to the extra costs of pipelines etc. This system

switched off intentionally

is very common in tropical (strongly urbanised) coun-

- guarantees permanent and continuous opera-

tries were the rainwater runoff is very high. Because

tion, however, fluctuation in effluent quality may

KCC does not have capital for a totally covering con-

occur temporarily.

ventional system, and because a separated system is

- is not everywhere the best solution. However,

even more expensive, this implementation is impos-

where skilled and responsible operation and main-

sible.

tenance cannot be guaranteed, DEWATS technologies are a good alternative.

DEWAT system
The decentralised type of wastewater treatment sys-

To be able to establish a low-cost wastewater treat-

tem is the so-called DEWAT or Decentralised Waste-

ment system a few elements should be taken into

water Treatment System. When you want to imple-

account. By a set of management and technical inter-

ment a treatment system on a housing block level in

ventions (VAN BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008) the costs

the urban hinterlands, the system must be relatively

on the feeder lines can be reduced, which are the

cheap in construction, has convenient maintenance

most costly part of a sewer system:

and should be able to be combined with stormwater

- reduction of pipe length by using yards and side-

retention or precipitation peak flows retention (Mon-

walks for laying out the pipes

- reduction of pipe-diameters, slopes and depths by

OPTION 1:

applying on-site interceptor tanks for the removal of

1° Anaerobic pond -> 2° Facultative pond -> 3°

gross solids

Maturation pond
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Because of low implementation costs, a small scale
and easy maintenance a DEWAT-system fits in small

OPTION 2:

communities. The participation of the community is

1° Septic tank

another important principle to reduce the costs. Im-

Maturation pond

->

2° Facultative pond

->

3°

plementation, usage and maintenance are done by
the community, or in close relation with the develop-

The septic tank is in basic an easy to maintain system,

ers.

and can be located under buildings, squares, etc. It is
also the most common, small scale and decentralised
treatment plant, worldwide (SASSA 1998). It is a sedi-

DEWAT-models for Khulna

mentation tank in which settled sludge is stabilised by

The following two options are tested for Khulna be-

anaerobic digestion. Dissolved and suspended mat-

cause these DEWAT systems are low-cost, are easy

ter leaves the tank more or less untreated. Septic tank

in maintenance and consist of elements which are

is already a common practise in Khulna.

familiar in the present-day situation, like septic tanks
and small ponds.

Type

Kind of treatment

Septic tank sedimentation,
slidge stabilisation

Used for type of
wastewater

Advantages

Disadvantages

wastewater of

simple, durable, little space be-

low treatment efficiency, effluent

settleable solids,

cause of being underground

not odourless

especially domestic

Anaerobic
pond

sedimentation,

strong and medium simple in construction, flexible in

wastewater pond occupies open

anaerobic degra-

industrial waste-

respect to degree of treatment,

land, there is always some odour,

dation and sludge

water

little maintenance

can even be stinky, mosquitous

stabilisation

Aerobic
pond

are difficult to control

aerobic degrada-

weak, mostly pre-

simple in construction, reliable

large permanent space require-

tion, pathogen

treated wastewater

in performance if proper dimen-

ment, mosquitoes and odour can

removal

from domestic and

sioned, high pathogen removal

become a nuisance if undersized,

industrial sources

rate, can be used to create an

algae can raise effluent BOD

almost natural environment, fish
farming possible when large in
size and low loaded
Some DEWAT systems with their pros and cons
Source: VAN BUUREN & VAN LIER 2008
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Comparable to the septic tank is the anaerobic pond.

than the depth of the pond. The facultative pond re-

In this pond the sludge is being settled down by an-

ceives the settled wastewater from the first step. This

aerobic digestion. Anaerobic ponds are comparing to

pond is designed to BOD5 removal (removal of the

other ponds deep; 2 to 6 meter. Resulting in a lower

organic load by oxygen). Water hyacinth, duck weed,

demand of surface area compared to aerobic-facul-

water cabbage and other aquatic plants can improve

tative oxidation ponds (SASSA 1998). The appropriate

the treatment capacity of pond systems. Regular at-

retention time (depending of the type and the amount

tendance and harvesting is required to guarantee

of effluent) is crucial to avoid a stinky effluent.

the treatment efficiency. In pond with a irregular attendance the use of aquatic plants is not sensible.

The facultative and the maturation pond are two types

An extra advantage of aquatic plants is the 4 times

of aerobic pond. The oxygen intake of aerobic ponds

higher evaporation rate than in open ponds. The mat-

is mainly by the water surface, and increase at lower

uration pond is design to remove the bacteriological

temperatures and with surface turbulence. Photosyn-

load (pathogen etc.) There size is depending on the

thesis by algae is a secondary source of oxygen. In

bacteriological quality demand of the effluent. The

this regard the surface of the pond is more important

maturation pond is most adequate place in this sys-

DEWAT system option 1

influent
effluent

1.

2.

3.

DEWAT system option 2

influent
effluent

1.

2.

3.

tem to raise fish in (see also urban agriculture). They

implement these options in Khulna. Different param-

are an important controlling factor of algae, which is in

eters were used to calculate the required space need-

extreme amount a nuisance in wastewater treatment

ed for the two wastewater treatment options. These

ponds. Extra feeding can by using the aquatic plants

parameters were based on the known conditions in

harvested in the facultative ponds. A pilot-project the

warm climates of developing countries, conditions as

NGO PRISM has already a succusfull program run-

amount of wastewater produced per day per person,

ning of a duckweed-based wastewater treatment sys-

the amount of organic load, etc.. (Spread sheets see

tem (EDWARDS 2005).

Appendix II and III)

Modelling

The results are showing a clear distinction between

Two different calculation methods (SASSA 1998,

the calculation method of Sassa and the method of

ARTHUR 1983) determined whether it is possible to

Arthur. The option 2 for wastewater treatment accord-

Amount of ponds in 1997 (ha):
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Estimated amount of ponds in 2008 (# in 1997 - 40%) (ha):

67,2

SASSA
Option1: Anaerobic pond -> Facultative pond

-> Maturation pond

Year

Population

Part 1°

Part 2°

Part 3°

TOTAL (ha)

2008

535000

7,1

17

21,4

45,5

2020

807000

10,7

25,7

32,3

68,7

Option2: Septic tank -> Facultative pond -> 3° Maturation pond
Year

Population

Part 1°

Part 2°

Part 3°

TOTAL (ha)

2008

535000

4,9

31,1

21,4

57,4

2020

807000

7,4

47

32,2

86,6

ARTHUR
Option1: Anaerobic pond -> Facultative pond

-> Maturation pond

Year

Population

Part 1°

Part 2°

Part 3°

TOTAL (ha)

2008

535000

8,9

47,6

2,7

59,2

2020

807000

13,4

71,9

4

89,3

Option2: Septic tank -> Facultative pond -> 3° Maturation pond
Year

Population

Part 1°

Part 2°

Part 3°

TOTAL (ha)

2008

535000

4,1

71,1

2,7

77,9

2020

807000

6,2

107,3

4

117,5

Calculation on the space requirements for the different options according to Sassa and Arthur
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ing to Sassa is preferred because of the following

Design principles

reasons:

The implementation scale of this system is the hous-

-

The main focus in treatment is with the cal-

ing block. In many of the housing blocks in Khulna

culation of J. Arthur more on the use of facultative

is the formal housing already connected to the sew-

ponds. These ponds are mainly focused on the treat-

erage system (secondary drainage). In the earliest

ment of wastewater. Due to the conditions of a facul-

phase only the houses not connected to the public

tative pond it is hardly possible to combine wastewa-

sewerage system (mainly the informal housing) will be

ter treatment with adjoining functions. The treatment

connected to the local wastewater system. In a later

method and calculation of Sassa is both focused on

phase the remaining formal housing belt of the block

the use of facultative and maturation ponds. In the

could also be connected to this system. The size of

maturation ponds, extra functions like fish produc-

the treatment system is determined by the estimated

tion can be coupled to the treatment of wastewater.

future population extent of the housing block.

Hereby a more multifunctional use of the ponds is
created.
-

The necessary implementations include a latrine with
Using anaerobic ponds is more productive,

septic tank and several connections. These imple-

and less space is needed. However the risk of health

mentations are costs which can be compensated by

hazards during floods is higher with anaerobic ponds

the local community of the urban hinterland.

than with septic tanks which is a more closed-off sys-

These small scale and local solutions are meeting the

tem.

acupunctural approach towards planning in contrary

-

A septic tank can be easily combined into

to the large scaled conventional sewerage systems.

one system with sanitary facilities for the informal

The DEWAT-system is easier to implement and more

sector. It acts as a central collection point without the

adaptable to new changes because it is controlled by

extra cost of small bore pipes between the sanitary

the local community.

facilities and the anaerobic pond.
-

The risk of odour is less with a septic tank

Repetition of these implementations for more housing
block will not only improve the sanitation and water

Using the calculation for option 2 according to Sas-

quality for one single urban hinterland, but improves

sa as proof, it can be said that is this system would

the sanitation conditions for the whole city.

be implemented all over South-Khulna, the existing
amount of ponds would be (theoretically) adequate to
serve the wastewater treatment demands of the current population. However, more ponds will be needed
for the estimated future population.
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Wastewater is treated in the urban hinterland, the water is afterwards
discharged into a khal or small bore system

Areas with formal housing already connected to a sewerage/secondary drainage system

1
2

3

2

3

1
2

2

Situation now: informal houses discharge

1° Implementation phase: informal houses

2° Implementation phase: both formal and

their wastewater into the ponds

are connected3 to the DEWAT

informal houses3 are connected to the DEWAT

1

2

Areas with formal housing not connected to a sewerage/secondary drainage system
3

1

2
3

Situation now: formal and informal houses

Implementation phase: all houses are con-

discharge their wastewater into the ponds

nected to the DEWAT
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[

Urban agri-/aquaculture

]

Urban agriculture and aquaculture can rather be seen

found in single allotments in backyard, along ponds,

as an opportunity, instead of a significant urban prob-

and small pieces of forest along roads and on vacant

lem. This is illustrated by the Khulna Development Au-

land. Ponds and its banks have been intensively used

thority, which does not attend urban agriculture in its

as a source for food in Bangladesh. This practise has

Masterplan of 2002. This does not mean that urban

declined in the last few decades in urbanised areas,

agriculture is absent in Khulna, in contrary, Khulna

due to rapid urbanisation and better income opportu-

boosts of small scale local production. Urban agricul-

nities for urban inhabitants. This trend is leaving the

ture must be seen as a tool to solve urban problems.

ponds neglected and ripe for housing development.

Many of the urban poor in Khulna depend primarily

So a further densification of the city leads to an insu-

on the production of food inside the urban tissue for

perable loss of these open spaces and ponds. More-

their livelihood. Cultivation takes place in courtyards,

over, suitable locations for urban agriculture are not

backyards, edges of roads, railways, vacant land

used efficiently because of unknown ownership.

and in-between building expansions in the sub- and

Optimisation of the food production in Bangladesh

peri-urban areas. Throughout the entire city of Khulna

should not limit itself to the rural area. In the informal

multiple examples can be found of people doing on

sector, consumption and production for domestic

small scale urban agriculture. Estimated from the

purposes are not separated (UNHSP 2003). The need

fieldwork and the percentage of open space ponds

for food provision and an income for the urban poor

are occupying, it can be concluded that the main ag-

in the slums are very urgent, and can be provided by

ricultural activity in the city is aquaculture. However

production in the urban hinterlands in the ponds and

multiple examples of urban agriculture can still be

on its perimeter.

Shrimp ponds inside Khulna city

Harvesting the fish

Enhancing productivity of a pond by
growing gourd above the water
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Urban agriculture

SU 2000).

Urban agriculture is as the name proclaims the culti-

Locally produced food, like fish, are important ele-

vation of plants and keeping animals for the purpose

ments for a good diet for the urban poor (ROOS et

of food, clothing or other uses. It also comprehends

al., 2007)

the associated activities with agriculture, namely selling, processing, etc.

2° Employment and income

Several factors of urban agriculture contribute to a

The economical appeal cities exercise on rural neigh-

better urban environment, forming this tool into a cru-

bourhoods are causing a constant flow of migrating

cial element in many cities in Asia and beyond:

people towards the city. Overflowing the city with labourers exclusively skilled in agriculture. A city has

1° Food security and nutrition

a very dynamic system in building occupation. The

The enhancing of food security and nutrition to the

dynamic process of building and demolishing in a

urban dwellers (NUGENT and BOURGUE 2000) is

city creates continuously new open places and build-

probably the most important facet of urban agricul-

up places. The places where urban harvest is being

ture. Food production in cities is mostly a response to

practised do not have to be fixed. It has the ability to

the inadequate or irregular and unreliable access to

adapt to the constant changes happening in our cit-

food of the urban poor.

ies, uue to its ability to produce economical benefits

On the one is that the urban food insecurity is an in-

on a very short term.

creasing problem (ARGENTI 2000), which is being
respond on by 200 million urban residents that pro-

The expenses of a household on food can increase
€

duce food for the urban market, and by so producing

until 60 to 80 percent of their income (MOUGEOT

15 to 20 percent of the world’s food (ARMAR-KLEME-

2005). So the production of your own food can be a

€

€

€

Relevance of urban agriculture/aquaculture:
1° Food security and nutrition

2° Employment and income

3° Resource recovery

4° Household and community health
and benefits

€

€

€

€

substantial saving. Leaving resources to improve the

mate in the city. Plants produce shade, reduce dust,

household living conditions.

break wind, and cool the atmosphere.

3° Resource recovery

Urban agriculture can fulfil many different functions. It

By the use of vacant land, which is surprisingly high

is however the ability of urban agriculture to adapt to

in cities, the efficiency in one of the most important

the local market, to the wishes of its producers and its

resources, namely land, is being optimised.

consumers that makes urban agriculture sustainable.

Besides a saving in expenses and land, urban ag-

The characteristics of urban agriculture are therefore

riculture can contribute to decrease the amount of

the closeness to its market, high competition for land,

urban waste, which has become a serious problem

limited space, use of urban resources as organic sol-

in many cities. A large percentage of the produced

id wastes and wastewater, etc. Due to its production

urban waste can be used in local agriculture and for-

and supplying of more specialised products urban

estry as compost and irrigation water.

agriculture is an extention of conventional agriculture

In India 25% of the effluent of wastewater is already

and increase the efficiency and the safety of national

being used as an important contributor to irrigation

food production. Mougeot (2000) concludes that the

of crops. Wastewater is a continuous flowing source

most distinguishing character of urban agriculture is

for agriculture, a source even in the dry periods of the

its integral part of the urban economics, and not so

year.

much its location or any other aforementioned criteria.
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Urban agriculture uses urban resources (land, labour,
4° Household and community health and benefits

urban organic wastes, water), produces for urban citi-

Another crucial contribution of urban agriculture is the

zens, is strongly influenced by urban conditions (poli-

contribution of the productive plants to the micro-cli-

cies, competition for land, urban markets and prices)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Rabi crops (cont.): maize, watermelon, onion, chili, pulses, oilseeds

Land

Rabi crops (cont.): maize,
watermelon, onion, chili,
pulses, oilseeds

May

Jun

Jul

Rice/fish integration
or

Sesame, groundnut, jute

Summer vegetables

Rabi crops (cont.): maize, watermelon, onion, chili, pulses, oilseeds

Aug

Aman rice

Aman rice

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Rabi crops (beginning)

Rabi crops (beginning)

Rabi crops (beginning)

Perennials (banana, papaya, sugarcane) intercropped in the first rabi season with pulses, oilseeds or vegetables

Water spinach
Pond
Water dropwort,
Water cress

The different crop rotation possibilities on land and in ponds.

Water mimosa

Water dropwort,
Water cress
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and impacts the urban system (effects on urban food

catla), Common carp (Cyprinus carpio), Grass carp

security and poverty, ecological and health impacts).

(Ctenopharyngodon idella), Mrigal (Cirrhinus mrigala), Mola (Amblypharyngodon mola), Rohu (Labeo ro-

Productivity on land

hita), Silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix), Tila-

Vegetables in Bangladesh can be categorised, ac-

pia (Oreochromis noloticus). Beside fish, also plants,

cording to their growing season, as summer/rainy

for animal forage or human food, can be produced in

vegetables, winter season vegetables, and all-season

these ponds. Plants for human consumption cultivat-

vegetables (WEINBERGER and GENOVA II 2005).

ed in ponds are Water spinach (Ipomoea aquatica),

The predominant summer vegetables, cultivated dur-

Water dropwort (Oenanthe stolonifera). Water cress

ing the monsoon season, are various cucurbits, vege-

(Nasturtium officinale) and Water mimosa (Neptunia

table cowpea, hyacinth bean, stem amaranth, several

olerace) (see fig. x). Typically used waterplants for

aroids and Indian spinach. Winter vegetables are for

forage are Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) and

example tomato, cabbage, Chinese cabbage, cauli-

Duckweed (Lemna turionifera).

flower, eggplant, carrot, spinach, bottle gourd, bush

More than half of the ponds in Bangladesh are jointly

bean and radish. Crops like okra, heat-tolerant toma-

operated (WORLD BANK 1991). Study conducted on

to, eggplant, carrot, spinach, many leafy vegetables

the relationship between amount of owners and pro-

and small onion are grown all year round.

ductivity showed that less the less the number of owners, the higher the production and net return (CHOW-

Productivity in pond

DHURY AND MAHARJAN 2000) (AHMED 1999).

Fish, vegetables and forage can be grown in ponds

In general can be said that the larger the size of the

in Khulna. Popular fish raised in ponds are Catla (Caltl

pond, the greater the efficiency of utilising the land

Use of the pond edges for cultivating
vegetables

Rice paddy inside a housing block

Allotment in Rupsa slum

and water. On the other hand can be said that the

crease due to growing population and human activi-

smaller the pond, the greater the convenience of

ties (SKUTCH 1993).

pond management is (CHOWDHURY AND KESHAV

Social forestry has the goal to:

2000). Managing ponds consist for example of harvesting the fish, dewatering of the pond, predator fish

• improve environment

control and aquatic weed control.

• stop depletion of forest resources
• ease rural poverty by involving local poor societies

Social forestry

into forest management activities

Social forestry is the cultivation of forestry products

• protect agriculture from climatic factors

close by the homestead and with involvement of the

• increase supply of fuel wood, timber for rural hous-

local community. “Social forestry is any forestry inter-

ing, livestock feed

vention that involves local communities, resulting in

• increase natural aesthetics

a planned transformation of a dynamic inter-relation-

• recreational forests for local population

ship among community, state, and the physical envi-

• jobs for unskilled workers

ronment.” (SALAM AND NOGUCHI 2005)

• reclaim wastelands

Social forestry has been introduced in the 1980ties

• raise standard of living and quality of life for rural

because areas close to human settlements have

and urban people

been degraded over the years due to human activities and needs to be rehabilitated back to the native

The strength of social forestry lies in the cooperation

forest, and because large populations still depend on

between state and community, whereby a kind of

natural resources from the forest. The demand will in-

planning is possible, and guidelines can be followed.

Irrigated forest/plantation

Forest/plantation on vacant land

Production of wood on the edges of the
road
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There are four types of social forestry (DOVE 1995):

The community and extension forestry are types which
can be applied in the city of Khulna, because these
types are possible in the city when community land

Farm Forestry
- Individual farmers encouraged to plant trees in

and governmental land is used for social forestry. The

own farmland to meet needs of own family such as

advantage of community and extension forestry is the

fuel wood, shade, wind shelter, soil improvements

usage of land by one who does not own the land.
Social forestry works with funds, which can provide

Community Forestry
- Raising of trees on community land and not pri-

economical incentives to participants, or can set up

vate land such as farms.

local activities and new social forestry programs. The

- To provide for the entire community and not for

user or participant has to pay a small fee existing of

individual.

10% of the harvest benefits.

- Government provides seedlings, fertilizer but the
responsibility and protection is under the commu-

Design principles

nity.
Extension Forestry
- Planting of trees on side of roads, canals, rails,

Combinations between sewer treatment and produc-

wastelands increase boundaries of forests creating

tivity

woodlots within village common lands and govern-

The use of the cities effluents in aquaculture is some-

ment wastelands.

thing very unique in the world. In China this practise
has developed informally by farmers and local com-

Agro-Forestry
- Planting of trees on and around agricultural bound-

munities over the past several centuries (EDWARDS

aries along with agricultural crops to increase rev-

AND PULLIN 1990) (EDWARDS 1992, 2000). Gov-

enue and supply of other needs

Types of social forestry:
Farm forestry

Community forestry

Extension forestry

Agro-forestry

ernments have however only limited introduced the

vals, the mean net yield of tilapia averaged 7.000 kg/

use of wastewater in aquaculture, relying more on

ha/year.

engineered systems for the removal of wastewater in

In Mirzapur, Bangladesh, an engineered system is be-

the city. The use of wastewater in aquaculture is not a

ing installed, making a combination between waste-

traditional practice in Bangladesh. However practical

water treatment and urban harvest. The treatment

examples can be found in several cities in the country

system is the so-called duckweed wastewater treat-

and in neighbouring cities in India.

ment and it receives wastewater from 3500 persons

The average fish production in ponds is 1.376kg/ha

with a retention time of 21 days. It exists of a 0.7ha

(Fish Catch Statistics of Bangladesh. Department of

covered pond, constructed in a serpentine lay-out in

Fisheries). This average can however be optimised by

order to increase the wastewater retention time. This

using wastewater as an extra food source, whether in-

duckweed pond is receiving effluent from an anaero-

direct, by the production of aquatic plants as forage,

bic settling pond receiving conventional wastewater.

or direct, effluent directly streaming into the fishpond.

The duckweed is harvest as fish forage for the nearby

Fish yields from ponds fed by wastewater are gener-

fishpond. A financial evaluation of this entire system

ally two to four times higher that those from ordinary

showed a net profit in the fourth and fifth year of the

fish farms (CHEN ET AL. 1982). The production can

operation of about US$ 2000/ha of total land area (GI-

range from 1.5 – 11 t/ha/year.

JZEN AND IKRAMULLAH 1999).

For example, tilapia has become in many countries

In Khulna itself, the NGO PRISM has a program run-

in Asia an intensively cultivated species for human

ning over the past 15 years on duckweed-based

consumption and for high protein animal feed. Tilapia

wastewater treatment and reuse through fish culture.

can be cultivated in ponds fertilised with wastewater

Two systems were installed; one where conventional

(EDWARDS 1992). With a harvest at 2-4 weeks inter-

wastewater from periurban areas is flowing into a

Combination between wastewater treatment and aquatic production:

influent

1

effluent

.

2

.

3.
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Production of food in the urban hinterland. With wastewater being
treat in the housing block, water used for irrigation and food eaten
by the local inhabitants, recycling, production and consumption is
happening more closely to home.

1° Aquatic production

3° Urban agriculture on land

2° Vegetable and small live stock production above the pond

4° Ponds for irrigation of allotments and forest in dry season

pond system and one on a village-level where latrines

and private “formal” developments. The usage of

are connected to small derelict ponds to treat human

land by the informal sector (slums) on land which is

faeces and cultivate duckweed (EDWARDS 2005). In

owned by somebody else can be justified when the

his article Peter Edwards proclaims that the availabil-

idea of social forestry is copied to urban agriculture,

ity of land where you can build additional duckweed-

and especially urban aquaculture.

based plants, is very scarce. The area which was pro-

The creation of a fund is necessary, which is respon-

vided for the duckweed system is in total 1.5 ha. In

sible for the ins and outs of the urban hinterlands. In

this system (0.2 ha anaerobic pond, 0.7 ha duckweed

this manner, harvesting is legalised, and small fees

covered pond, and three 0.2 ha fish ponds) PRISM

are paid to the fund; a fund which is controlled by

showed that this wastewater treatment system is not

an organisation or workgroup, functioning on housing

only recovering the costs but is even able to provide

block or ward level, in order to represent the com-

a net profit.

munity.

The idea of social forestry applied on urban hinter-

Urban agriculture/aquaculture and urban forestry is a

lands

tool to sustain the ponds. Urban agriculture is an eco-

The approach of social forestry is exactly the kind of

nomical activity that is first of all focused on providing

solution which is needed in the informal urban hinter-

an (extra) income for the urban poor and works on

lands, and should be broadened to urban agriculture

mainly an individual level (private goals, instead of the

and urban aquaculture. The urban hinterlands exist

three other researches, which are focussed mainly on

of parcels with unclear ownership, governmental land

the community or city level (common goals).

A pilot duckweed-based wastewater treatment system in Khulna, Bangladesh
Source: EDWARDS 2005
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Integration several design principles

to integrate other functions which work on city level in

The strength of the independent researches is the in-

order to protect and strengthen the pond system.

tegration and combination of several functions. The
researches were focussed on the same context; the
housing blocks in Khulna. Theoretically, the outcomes

Shifting needs among different housing blocks

(principles) can work together in the same space, and

Not every housing block needs the same proportional

in and around the same pond. But the four performed

program in terms of percentages, like lay-out, pond

researches generally provide design principles serv-

area, purification capacity etc. There are many deter-

ing common goals (no floods, accessible open space

mining factors to indicate which design principles are

and clean water). In order to pursue success in a proj-

more significant to emphasize in the design. The size

ect, the private goals for the local community should

of the slum, the context of the housing block (resi-

also be addressed. An income and profits for the

dential area, commercial area, industrial area etc.)

urban poor are necessary for an integrative design,

and the topography are main factors which indicate

since a large percentage of the inhabitants of Khulna

what principles should be emphasised. In general,

lives in the slums and works the informal sector. Ur-

the more formal the area is, the more you should ad-

ban agri-/aquaculture is already part of the daily life in

dress the common goals. The more informal the area

Khulna, but should be addressed in local projects as

is, the more you should focus on the private goals of

the opportunity for urban poor profits, and as a start

the slum inhabitants (see fig. x).
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The integration and combination of the different design principles gives a result that is more than the sum of its individual parts.
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Pleasant city climate
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1.

2.

3.

Clean water

Higher production

Profits urban poor

Income

Creation of an urban hinterland which is a public place
(green pleasant environment) and a functional space
(protection against floods)
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The design principles are contributing to a more
healthy living environment and this in the first place
for the informal housing in the urban hinterland.

The individual design principle of urban agriculture
has the ability to provide the urban poor an (extra)
income. In combination with the other principles this
ability is not only strenthen but even improved.
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Two sites: City Centre and Rupsa Slum

The site called “Rupsa Slum” is only a residential area.

Two different sites were chosen to work out, in order

Concerning topography, this site is lower and wetter

to check what principles are needed, and in what ex-

than the city centre. The process of land speculation

tent the emphasis of one site can differ from another.

and the filling up of the ponds in this urbanising area,

The site “City Centre” is located in the commercial

clearly leaves its signs in the urban landscape. Ponds

area, close to Bara Bazaar, bigger companies and

were bought up in the year 2001 and 2002. Since

institutions. The housing block functions as residen-

then, most locations adjacent to the road are built

tial and commercial area. The ground floor of many

with apartments and multi-storey houses. In the urban

buildings is used as shop, and is faced to the road.

hinterland of the Rupsa Slum, the difference between

The quiet urban hinterland has a big contrast with the

poor and rich becomes larger because accessibility

busy streets. A small slum is located in its urban hin-

of the urban hinterland is cut off by the creation of the

terland, and a few ponds are already filled up.

formal housing belt.

The city “City Centre” is located on the higher part of the levee, “Rupsa Slum”

The two sites are situated in two different Urban Landscape Morphology-

is located more on the edges of the levee.

units: Formal neighbourhood (City Centre) and Vernacular neighbourhood in
lower areas (Rupsa Slum)
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City centre
Urban Morphology: Formal
neighbourhoods
Residential and commercial
area
7 meter above sealevel

Rupsa Slum
Urban hinterland redevelopment
Urban Morphology: Vernacular
neighbourhoods in lower areas
Residential area
5 meter above sealevel
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3.

4.

1.

2.

Small slum located in the urban hinterland

Music school

commercial activities on ground floor
which are faced to the road

CITY CENTRE

Picture 1: walled unused green urban hinterlands with dissappearing ponds because of accretion
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Picture 2 (top) and 3 (bottom): busy streets and commercial activities on the road side of the housing block

Picture 4: roadside viewed from the urban hinterland; potters sell
their goods

1.

152

2.&3.

4.

Several dispersed slums

Road leading to Khan Jahn Ali Road

located in the urban hin-

(bigger interconnecting road)

terland
Primary school

RUPSA SLUM

Picture 1: view on the recent housing developments
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Picture 2: view on the urban hinterland

Picture 3: the same spot as picture 2, but now the view towards the
road site: recent housing developments

Picture 4: inside the slum of the urban hinterland

URBAN AGRI-/
AQUACULTURE
154

WASTEWATER
TREATMENT

OUTDOOR LIVING
SPACE

WATER DRAINAGE AND
WATER RETENTION

SETTING

DESIGN CITY CENTRE

- 2 productive fish (maturation) ponds (0,2 ha)
- Several patches of social forestry
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- 2 small DEWAT-systems
- 850 m² facultative, 1000 m² maturation ponds can serve 1,5 times the population
of the housing block nowadays

- Ponds and green visible from main street
- Teahouses at entrance of urban hinterland on concrete perimeter of the pond

- 13% of housing block is pond area
- 4 draining connections to the pond

Maturation pond
Facultative pond

Wadi

Tea house

Wadi
Latrine

Informal housing
Formal housing

Maturation pond

Music school

Recreational pond

Playground
Social forestry

DESIGN PLAN OF CITY CENTRE
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SECTIONS AND IMPRESSIONS

Impression Tea house

Impression
Recreational pond

Impression
Social forestry
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Impression Water drainage

Section Ponds

Section Ponds

158

Street

Tea

Recreational pond

corner

Facultative pond

Path

Wadi and

Informal

Tube well

houses
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Path

Path

Maturation pond

Maturation pond

Formal houses
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Impression Tea house: a connection between the bustling street and the urban hinterland is made. In the
transition zone a social meeting point is created with tea houses.
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Impression Recreational pond: the pond and its surrounding area can form a recreational area for both
young and old / rich and poor. It forms a semi-natural area with a pleasant city-climate.
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Impression Social forestry: forest along the edges creates a green environment inside the urban hinterland
and an income for the urban poor

Impression Water drainage: a connection is made from the formal housing belt towards the urban hinterland to drain the rainwater during monsoon.
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URBAN AGRI-/
AQUACULTURE
168

WASTEWATER
TREATMENT

OUTDOOR LIVING
SPACE

WATER DRAINAGE AND
WATER RETENTION

SETTING

DESIGN RUPSA SLUM

- 3 productive fish (maturation) ponds (0,5 ha)
- Several patches of social forestry and urban agriculture
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- 3 small DEWAT-systems
- 1650 m² facultative, 4108 m² maturation ponds can serve at least the population
of the housing block nowadays

- Playgrounds and social meeting points in the housing block
- Urban hinterland accessible with 12 entrances

- 12,5 % of housing block is pond area
- Draining connections are combined with entrances of urban hinterlands

Maturation pond
Facultative pond

Wall

Urban agriculture

Maturation pond
Social forestry

Urban agriculture

Wadi

Latrine
Social forestry

Facultative pond

Wadi

Formal housing
Informal housing

Playground
School

Formal housing
Informal housing

Playground

Latrine

Wall

DESIGN PLAN OF RUPSA SLUM
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SECTIONS AND IMPRESSIONS

171

Impression Bridge

Section School

Section Ponds
Impression Playground
Impression Sanitation

Impression Informal houses

Section Ponds
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Informal houses

Maturation pond

Facultative pond

Path

Play ground / Neighbourhood meeting place

Section School

School

Playground

Path

Wadi

Informal
houses
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Recreational pond

Facultative pond

Wadi and

Social

Tube well

forestry

Maturation pond

Informal houses

Path

Formal houses
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Impression Informal housing: the connection between the urban hinterland to the road is enhancing the accessibility of the informal houses
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Impression Playground: the open space in the housing block provides an ideal, safe playing ground for
children
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Impression Bridge: the maturation pond can form a pleasant large open space inside the densely populated
city of Khulna

Impression Sanitation: the informal housing is connected in the first implementation phase with the wastewater treatment system
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Latrine for the informal houses

Facultative pond: treatment of wastewater in an aerobic pond with waterhyacinth

Via a wadi the water is flowing from the facultative
pond towards the maturation pond
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Working model

input for the visualisation software. During the stay of

The design part of this thesis also includes the us-

Bas in Berlin at the office of Lenné3D, Pieter stayed

age of a 3D working model. The focus of this thesis

in the Netherlands to continue on the theoretical part

became the green and blue layer of the city (the soft-

of the thesis. The model became a working model by

scape; ponds and vegetation). Because the focus

sending screenshots of the model in progress day

must be expressed in the visualisation, the usage of

by day via internet to Pieter and Jörg in Wageningen.

the software of Lenné3D was very helpful since this

Comments could be adjusted to the design and the

software system can provide photorealistic plant-

model the following day, through which a kind of par-

models. The combination of a very abstract model

ticipation was possible, although the obstruction of

for the built structure with a very detailed model for

distance.

the vegetation and waterlevels, gives the desirable

The latest part of the design was the revision of the

focus. The design only counts for water and vegeta-

renderings by hand drawing and Photoshop. The

tion, and the design can only works with water and

reason for this is the static and indisputable expres-

vegetation, so the visualisation needs adequate tools

sion of the rendering. The editing by hand and design

to represent this. By using vegetation and water as

reveals the design again, although the 3D model is

the most important visualisation objects in the urban

built according to the design. Further emphases can

context, it becomes possible to reverse the common

be made, and the measure of probability rises above

perspective on the urban tissue into a perspective on

the definite.

the systems and processes (REKITTKE ET AL 2008):
Emphasising landscape in the city.
Moreover, the 3D working model can contribute to the
more general benefits of the usage of the three dimensions. With the detailed plantmodels you can focus the interpreter with his recognition and identification. For this thesis a 2D visualisation is not sufficient.
The interpretation of the map information demands
a too high cognitive level to understand the impact
and thought of the design (ZUBE 1987), because the
scale is too small and the variety of vegetation is difficult to present in 2D.
Practically, the design was built up in 2D, based on
the design principles. The 2D AutoCAD layers were
converted into GIS-layers (SHP-file), and used as data
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Topography

high & dry

184
low & wet

The position on the levee determines the direction water is being drained.
The old khal system is still visible.

Building Structures

housing block

courtyard

Different housing blocks due to housing density, housing type, etc. More

Drainage and Retention

informal areas towards the city centre.

Khals are being filled-up to make space for houses and roads, and are replaced by smaller secondary drainage pipes.

-neglected khals
-filled up ponds
-secondary drainage
systems along the
road

Relation with the larger scale

lands are interconnected to a hierarchical system ac-

Although the focus is on the ponds and the urban

cording to the researches water drainage and reten-

hinterlands, the larger scale should not be forgotten.

tion and outdoor living space.

When repetition of projects is possible, the interven-

The most important hierarchy is the drainage and re-

tion has impacts for the whole city. Because the in-

tention system. The preservation of the khals, and the

terventions which are proposed with the designs are

connection of the ponds and the secondary drainage

interconnected to structural hierarchies, the imple-

system to the khals is necessary in order to keep the

mentation also has (ecological) consequences on

hierarchy of drainage, and to make use of the enor-

other scales (HOBBS 1998). Also the urban hinter-

mous buffer of the tidal system to prevent floods.

Looking at the larger scale, the landscape can serve as structure for urbanisation development: Ponds, secondary drainage systems, and khals
and rivers function together as a hierarchical system to drain and retain water
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The filling up of Khals is disastrous, looking form this

In this case, the larger scale should also be taken into

points of view.

account, since there always should be a mutual in-

The hierarchy of outdoor living space, according to

terdependency among the different types of outdoor

Correa, exits of at least four types from which the

living space.

pond belongs to the neighbourhood meeting spaces.

A road based development: a hierarchical system based on connectivity which is present-day leading the urbanisation in
Khulna. This road based development is however not considering its underlaying landscape
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A landscape based development: a system based on the (natural) hierarchy in the landscape.
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Case study
This thesis still is a case study to find the possibilities in using the landscape as a tool to guide urbanisation.
The research by design helped us to understand the local natural systems, the local dynamics, and the adapted urban situation of the city of Khulna.
Like many other dispersed delta cities in Asia, Khulna is a city where local dynamics and natural systems are
neglected by present-day developments and urbanisation. In this thesis Khulna was used as a prototype of
such dispersed delta cities, which helped to understand the driving forces behind urbanisation in Bangladesh.
A study conducted by Kongjian Yu, Dihua Li and Zhang Lei of The Graduate School of Landscape Architecture
at Peking University, revealed that the same kind of issues are caused by the filling up of urban ponds elsewhere in Asia (see Appendix IV). Regarding this, it is important to notion that the thesis is elaborated very locally,
but that the issues are concerning many other cities in (South) Asia.
In this thesis the importance of the ponds is marked with the four researches and its principles to solve the
problems. Theoretically and technically, the ponds can contribute to the following positive effects:
•

Floods can be prevented by using the ponds as water retention areas

•

Outdoor living space can be provided in right proportions when the urban hinterlands are accessible

•

Ponds can serve as treatment tools in order to purify the water and create a healthy environment

•

Urban agriculture can work when the theory of social forestry is applied on the urban hinterlands

There are many processes and systems which can be combined with the pond. Therefore it became clear that
in this thesis a human ecology perspective was critical, and that the visual spatial perspective should take second place (DUCHHART 2007). This thesis showed that landscape and its local dynamics “again” could form
the basis of a Bangladeshi city, a basis which contributes to economical, ecological and social benefits, with
the ponds as means to reach these goals.
The principles used in the design are simple civil engineering techniques and easy to implement. The researches water retention and water drainage, outdoor living space and sanitation are rather contributing to functional
extensions of the pond than the provision of “new” functions to the urban tissue. The essential key lies in the
research urban agri-/aquaculture, where the individual level begins to play a role. The combination between the
common and individual goals which are emphasised in this research can decide whether a project can become
a success or not. The profits for the urban poor in the informal sector determine if the project and implementation make sense for them, and therefore are willing to participate or not.
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Acupunctural Approach and the Informal World
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The challenging issue in Khulna and many other developing cities over the world is the contrast between formal
and informal developments within the city. Because the ponds have a spatial relation with the urban hinterlands, and because most of the slums are located in these urban hinterlands as well, this entity became the
main focus. The often unknown ownership of the pond and its location in the urban hinterlands, make the pond
as an element inextricably bound up with the informal sector. Therefore a top-down approach is almost impossible, and a more local approach is desirable.
The method used in this thesis joins with the proposed method of the Urban-Think Tank which is used in many
slum areas in South America (BEARDSLEY 2008), where small and medium insertions are tented to solve problems like circulation, sanitation, housing and recreation in a flexible, quick-fix ‘acupuncture’ in the urban context.
This trend differs from the former solutions especially in its focus.
“Prevailing strategies for addressing non-formal settlements have shifted away from large-scale slum clearance
and relocation, which have been demonstrated to cause massive social disruptions. The approach favoured
today is on site upgrading and improvement, with the goal of integrating low-income communities into their
urban contexts” (BEARDSLEY AND WERTHMANN 2008)
This approach is helpful in Khulna because it starts from
a bottom-up
and localised point of view. Moreover, the
FORMAL
PROCEDURE

-Masterplans
implementation is repeatable on corresponding sites (KOH 2008). The structure of the dispersion of ponds and
the locations of the urban hinterlands are more and more disconnected from the formal world, and therefore
-Government
PERMISSION
ideal spots to work on with this approach.

-Top down approach

INFRASTRUCTURE

CONSTRUCTION

O C C U PATI O N

CONSTRUCTION

O C C U PATI O N

FORMAL PROCEDURE

-Masterplans
-Government
PERMISSION

-Top down approach

INFRASTRUCTURE

INFORMAL PROCEDURE

-Acupuncture
-Local community
PERMISSION

INFRASTRUCTURE

CONSTRUCTION

O C C U PATI O N

-Bottum-up approach

INFORMAL PROCEDURE

-Acupuncture
-Local community
PERMISSION

INFRASTRUCTURE

CONSTRUCTION

O C C U PATI O N

-Bottum-up approach

Community level and participatory design
What is generally realized is the lacking information about the social context, and the relations between the slum
inhabitants and the inhabitants of the formal houses. Assumptions had been made about the social situations
in the communities living in the urban hinterland, and the housing block as social entity. Whatever the scale, a
representative is necessary to control implementation, process and supervision.
But the most important question “who is representative for the implementation?” is the difficult drawback regarding this thesis (DUCHHART 2007). The representative of the community should not only have the right
knowledge to let the system work, but also should be aware in what context the community works in the greater
governmental system.
The design and implementation only could succeed with a participatory and community approach. Regarding
this, more research is needed to find out how the community is built up socially, what could be the right representative within a housing block or ward, and in what extent there is a relation between ‘formal’ and ‘informal’
dwellers. Workshops and other participatory tools in order to inform the community should be investigated.
This thesis does not give the ultimate solution, but is an academic research for the opportunities to connect
urbanisation with the local processes, climate and culture. A solution can be found locally, but more research
in the social context is necessary to reach an implementation level.
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Appendix I: FIELDWORK METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS FEBRUARI /
MARCH 2008
Fieldwork methodology

systems or drivers of spatial development.

The abundance of ponds in Khulna city and the

A great benefit was the presence and participation

remarkable importance of ponds in both the rural and

of the students of Khulna University during the river

urban context led to a clear focus in our fieldwork. The

and land fieldwork. They were very useful for direct

purpose is the investigation of positive and negative

questions about what was happening on the locations

influences of ponds on the environment in the different

which were being observed. Translations of interviews

tissues of the urban context.

and short talks with local people were translated by

The fieldtrip together with the atelier groups of

the Khulna University students.

Wageningen University, KU Leuven and Khulna
University gave an advance for our research of this

Individual part

joined trip. A strict schedule (See appendix I) had

The experience of the collective part; the benefit of the

been made by Kelly Shannon whose experience let to

Khulna students, the tutoring, the practical knowledge

further optimum use of the given time. For our research

etc., were taken along in the individual part. The

we extended the fieldtrip with 4 extra fieldwork days

method, where mapping and the notion of the systems

and a trip to the Sundarbans.

are emphasized, was also necessary in the individual
part. A usual analysis according to the “Manual on

Collective part

environment and urban development” (DUCHHART

The schedule contained three land and two water

1989) which is applied at Wageningen University, was

inventory days where the city could be experienced

the second method used in the individual part of the

from both land and water. The survey days were

fieldwork in Khulna.

important to participate to get a general overview of

The application of this fieldwork method was

the city, in particular the structure of the city. These

convenient for the structuring of your notes. By

days together with students from Leuven and the

distinguishing landscape elements/ characteristics

University of Khulna were of great significance for

into topography, natural environment and elements/

well structured inventories and analysis before further

structures (DUCHHART 1989), you are able to base

research in more specific directions.

your inventory more on the underlying landscape,

In the two river fieldwork days and the three land

instead of the built environment.

fieldwork days the students were divided in 12 groups

The individual part consisted of 4 days of further

of 4 students: including one architect/ urban design

investigation/ fieldtrips regarding the research topic.

student from KU Leuven, one landscape architect

In this part the four sample-areas were visited;

student from WUR, one architecture student from

Nihrala, Rupsa slum, Krisnanaghar and Iqbalnaghar.

Khulna University and one planning student from

The individual part was strongly comparable with

Khulna University. The goal was to map at least the

the approach which was done during the collective

following site layers: topography, vegetation, built

land fieldwork, but with the emphasis on ponds and

form, program and infrastructure. With paying the

watersystems.

emphasis on hydrologic, ecologic, economical,
social and spatial processes, you try to understand

Documentation

and explain the dynamic river- or land systems. These

The documentation of the fieldwork consists of the

intensive mapping days were extremely helpful and

edits to the maps, the notes regarding the different

necessary to understand the allocation, and especially

and interlinked systems found in the field, and notes

to understand the invisible parts; the underlying

of lectures/ interviews of invited persons, guides or
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local people. Probably above all, the most important

Fieldwork assumptions and findings

finding is the impression and experience of the city of

The four sample areas are shown in the nextlying im-

Khulna, a feeling how it works and what the drivers

age. The sample areas correspond to the following

are. Short interviews with local people explained

neighbourhood names:

uncertainties and simple questions. This information
what only could be acquired with the fieldwork proved

A: Rupsa Slum

to be obliged to get grip on the city of Khulna and its
context. It is without doubt crucial and necessary to

B: Krisnanaghar

visit these places while doing a project about them.
C: Nihrala
D: Iqbalnaghar

D

C

B

A

SAMPLE A: RUPSA SLUM

		

2007)

Water:		

houses built on (partly) filled

		

ponds (DUDEK & VAN HOUTTE,

		

2007)
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Expected
Function:

small-scale commercial and

		

manufacturing activities

Green:		

abundant vegetation around the

ponds			
Built area:

higher building density due to

		

unmapped informal buildings

Known Situation & Assumptions

Water:		

a decline in the number of ponds,

The KDA map distinguishes the houses in three

		

the remaining ponds are still

typologies: katcha’s (building of wood, clay and

		

multifunctional used. Some sewer

leaves), pucca’s (building out of stone) and semi-

		

systems with black water are

pucca’s. Analysis of the map has shown that there

		

ending in ponds.		

are four times more katcha’s than semi-pucca’s and

			

pucca’s. Expected is that many more informal katcha’s

Findings

are not mapped on these official topographical maps.

1° Disappeared ponds:

Other not-represented elements are the abundant

Ponds are disappearing everywhere in the city for a

vegetation around the ponds.

simple reason: scarcity of building land. The reasons

According to the fieldwork of Dudek and Van

behind this scarcity are the population growth and the

Houtte there are workplaces and processing zones

large amount of unsuitable ground for development.

situated along the Rupsa river. Overlaying existing

A shortage in building land results in a higher land

topographical map of 1998 and Google Earth aerial

price. This makes the price per square meter of a

photographs 2006 reveals the disappearing or

water body cheaper than that of land. Many ponds

shrinking of many ponds in Khulna, specifically in the

are therefore sold to private owners and are being

Rupsa slum. It is expected that this process has not

developed into private housing. This phenomenon

stopped in the following years and many more pond

seems to happen mainly in the transition zone between

will have disappeared over the years.

highly urbanised area’s to less urbanised/rural areas.
A growing amount in family members places a bigger

Known
Function:

demand on the available living space. Gardens and
mainly residential, along the river

ponds are disappearing for new houses. This resulted

are wood processing and timber
workshops

(DUDEK

&

VAN

HOUTTE 2007)		
Green:

very green appearance from birds-

in a densification of the build up area. We found two
types within this trend:

•

Ponds are bought by private owners because

eye-view/ topview, although not so

the area of the ponds is cheaper. They are

ubiquitous at street level (DUDEK

filled up (with waste) for own development

& VAN HOUTTE 2007)

(house, building, etc). Sometimes with parts

Buildings:

rural courtyard house as the main

to rent for others, mostly lower class. This

		

typology (DUDEK & VAN HOUTTE

phenomenon seems to happen and was

observed in the transition zone from highly
urbanized areas to less urbanized/ rural

SAMPLE B: KRISHNANAGHAR

areas.

•
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Ponds are filled for family use. Family growth
leads to a demand for space where the
children or other family members could settle.
You can find this intern expansion in city
edges and expanding villages, where there
is no space left for expansion next to the
yard.

2° Existing or preserved ponds:

•

Ponds of private owners are leased to
people who maintain and/or harvest the
pond. This seems to be a fitting system for
the average larger ponds which have to be
protected from filling up. This could be a
solution when the water bodies have to be
saved from filling up.

•

Ponds in their original use could be found
in the traditional villages where the ponds

Known Situation & Assumptions

are components of the households and/or

The Krishnanaghar area consists, according to the

farmyards.

KDA map, of a single road from Khulna towards the

3° Informal shops along the main roads and larger

south (Khulna- Dacope road) and some houses in an

roads leading to the rupsa slum

agricultural setting. The secondary river has formed

Informal shops can be found on the edges of the rupsa

the landscape and human development, like the

slum and on the larger secondary roads coming into

road and the agricultural plots, is aligned with the

the rupsa slum.

secondary river.

4°Development is heading south
As a result of population grow, shortage of vacant

Known

building plots, and the construction of the new

Function:

bypass, is the city shifting toward the south. Therefore

Green:				

is the rupsa slum slowly moving south, while formal

Buildings:

mostly katcha’s, almost no 		

buildings are taking over the existing slum.

		

pucca’s (KDA map 2007)

street parallel to the water		

Water:		a few ponds in the north edge of the
square where the most buildings
are located (KDA map 2007)

Expected
Function:

agricultural field, mostly paddy

		

due to the low lying land and the

		

closeness to the river

Green:		

mainly vegetation along the edges

		

of the plots and around 		

SAMPLE C: NIHRALA

		

the courtyards

Built area:

hardly any pucca buildings,

		

present buildings are katcha’s

		

(agricultural community)

Water:

only ponds near farmsteads, fields
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are irrigated with water extracted
from the river

Findings
1° Bypass as new driver for development
Before

the

construction

of

the

bypass,

new

Known Situation & Assumptions

development occurred in the city and at its edges.

The construction of the nearby bypass road, the

Nowadays development is happening along the

Khulna- Dacope road, and the Khulna University in

bypass road and at crossings like the crossroad of

1991 gave an impulse to the southern part of Khulna.

the Khulna- Dacope road and the new bypass. Small

Nihrala is one of these housing development projects.

commercial and manufacturing activities arise in this

At the same construction moment of the bypass, the

area in a haphazard way. The bypass is the new driver

KDA designated parts of the low lying land in the city

for spatial development.

for future mixed-class housing projects. They filled

2° Flooding and elevating of the ground
Dwelling

occurs

mainly

perpendicular

roads.

and

are

schools

up the land, provided infrastructure and sold the

along

Commercial

situated

along

the

plots. Nihrala is organised in a clear grid-structure,

functions

with standard plots sizes. Due to the proximity of the

the

main

university campus, the houses are mainly inhabited

road.

by professors, teachers, students, and newly

Where new houses are going to be built, the terrain is

immigrated, richer people.

elevated. However, recent flood marks are observed
on the outer walls of some dwellings. Flooding occur

Known

in this area and should be taken into account for

Function:

mainly living, no shops, some basic

further development.

functions (education and mosque)

3° Ownership

(DUDEK & VAN HOUTTE 2007)

The land on both sides of the main road and the bypass

Green:		

is governmental owned. Ponds next to these roads

Buildings:

multi-storeyed (3 to 5 storeys)

can not be individually owned, and only commercial

		

(DUDEK & VAN HOUTTE 2007)

activities can be undertaken in these zones.

Water:		

no water bodies present in the

4° Density of buildings and ponds

		

area

The closer to the city, the higher the building density
is. At first the same process can be found for the

Expected

ponds. However, where there is not enough space for

Function:

living area

further densification of the built up area, ponds are

Green:		

hardly any green

also starting to disappear.

Built area:

enclosed area by larger buildings

Water:		no

open

water,

but

a

maintained drainage system

Findings

well

1° Empty plots creating a recreational structure

SAMPLE D: IQBALNAGHAR

Many plots were not built on, creating a recreation
structure and providing playing grounds for cricket
and volleyball, for both children as adults.
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2° Drainage canals
A second result of these empty plots was the experience
of openness in the area, further strengthened by the
extra space between the road and the drainage/sewer
canals and the plots. The canals were not drained in
the lake lying south of the new housing area, but in
one of the tributaries south of Khulna. Giving a hard
contrast in terms of water quality between the lake

Known Situation & Assumptions

and the next by lying tributary, what is visible in the

The neighbourhood Iqbalnaghar is situated closest

abundant vegetation in the tributary (water hyacinth).

to the wholesaler’s market Bara Bazar. Two-fifth of

A question is still if a neighbourhood without any form

the houses in the area is pucca, and the houses are

of water retention can handle the floods during the

situated mainly along the bigger roads, providing a

monsoon.

better accessibility by car. The other three-fifth of the
buildings is equally distributed over the semi-pucca’s
and katcha’s. The building density is that high, that
there is hardly any space left for vegetation. Major
size ponds are still visible in the area.

Known
Function:

mainly residential buildings

		

(DUDEK & VAN HOUTTE, 2007)

Green:		
Buildings:

multi-storeyed (3 to 5 storeys)

		

(DUDEK & VAN HOUTTE, 2007)

Water:		

larger water bodies still present in

		

the neighbourhood

Expected
Function:

mainly living and small shops at

		

street level

Green:		

almost no vegetation due to the

		

building density

Built area:

larger three storey buildings at the

		

street side, smaller informal

		

buildings at the back

Water:		however they are slowly losing
their functions; the ponds are still
part of daily life activities

Findings
1° Sewage system
Along the main road is the sewer system for grey
water a closed system and lying between the road
and the houses, and utilised as footpath. In the
secundairy roads the sewer system is an open
system, creating a small buffer between the street
and the formal housings, shops and manufacturing
activities. The area’s enclosed by formal houses are
mainly only accessible by foot or rickshaw and not by
car. The sewage system of the slums or newly build
houses, both not connected to the overall system, are
discharging there waste water in the nearby ponds.
This results in a water quality worse than the rupsa
slum.
2° Disappearance of ponds
Almost half of the ponds shown on the map of the
KDA do not longer exist and the other half is highly
polluted. Vegetation can be found near the ponds.
3° Urban agriculture
One nice example of urban agriculture was found;
private owners started intensively cultivating rice on
small fields.
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Appendix II: CALCULATION OF DEWAT-SYSTEM ACCORDING TO SASSA
(1998)
OPTION 1:
1° Anaerobic pond -> 2° Facultative pond

-> 3° Maturation pond

DESIGN ASSUMPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
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Influent FC conc
Mean min. Monthly temp

given
given
given
given
given

No.
l/cap.day
g/cap.day
no. FC/100 ml
°C

535.000
80
40
20.000.000
25

BOD5 effluent required
FC conc required

table
table

mg/l
no. FC/100ml

< 25
< 100

Population (ultimate)
Per capita wastewater production
BOD5 per user

OPTION 1 anaerobic pond - facultative pond - maturation pond
(a) anaerobic ponds
Retention time

given

Total volume of ponds
Amount of ponds
Volume of one pond
Depth of echt pond
Width of ponds
Total length of ponds
Area of each pond
Total area of ponds

calcul
chosen
calcul
chosen
chosen
calcul
calcul
calcul

48

2

m³
no
m³
m
m
m
m²
m²

142.310
1
142.310
2
6,0
11.859
71155
71155

7,1
7,1

m
h / days
no
m
m²
m
m² / ha

1,75
134
2
9
85.114
16550
170.227

h / days

(b) facultative ponds

Depth of ponds
Detention time
Number of ponds
Width of ponds
Area of each pond
Length of each pond
Total pond area

chosen
calcul
chosen
chosen
calcul
calcul
calcul

5,6

8,51
17,0

(c) maturation ponds
FC wanted
Detention time

table
chosen

no. FC/100 ml
h / day

Total amount of water
Amount of ponds
Depth of ponds
Total area of water
Width of ponds
Length of ponds

calcul
chosen
chosen
calcul
chosen
calcul

m³
no
m
m²/ha

TOTAL POND SYSTEM AREA

m
m

5000
168
374500
2
1,75
214.000
9
11.889

7

21,4

45,5

CALCULATIONS
Infiltration
to sewers

Sewage
flow

Total flow
(plus infiltration)

Total
Organic Load

BOD5
concentr

calcul
m³/day
10700

calcul
m³/day
42800

calcul
m³/day
53500

calcul
kg
21400

calcul
mg/l
400
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CALCULATIONS
Volumetric
loading rate

Volume of
ponds

calcul
kg/m³/d
0,350

calcul
m³
61.143

Check detention Vol loading rate
time
accor. Det time
calcul
day
1,1

calcul
kg/m³/d
0,200

New volume
of ponds

BOD5 removed
factor

calcul
m³
107.000

calcul
%
65%

CALCULATIONS
BOD5 rem
factor

BOD5 influent
amount

Area of pond

Aeral loading
rate

calcul
%
35%

calcul
mg/l
140

calcul
m²
170.227

calcul
kg/ha/day
440,0

Volume of
ponds

Detention time

calcul
m³
297.898

calcul
days
5,6

BOD5 enfluent
amount

BOD5 cum
removed
factor

calcul
mg/l
24,0

calcul
%
94%

CALCULATIONS
FC
removal rate
calcul

FC
in effluent
calcul
FC/100ml

6,20

944

BOD5 removed
factor

BOD5 enfluent
amount

BOD5 cum
removed
factor

calcul
%
73%

calcul
mg/l
38

calcul
%
90

OPTION 2:
1° Septic tank -> 2° Facultative pond
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-> 3° Maturation pond
DESIGN ASSUMPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
No.
l/cap.day

535.000
80

Population (ultimate)
Per capita wastewater production
BOD5 per user

given
given
given

g/cap.day

Influent FC conc
Mean min. Monthly temp

given
given

no. FC/100 ml
°C

20.000.000
25

BOD5 effluent required

table
table

mg/l
no. FC/100ml

< 25

FC conc required

40

< 100

OPTION 2 septic tank - facultative pond - maturation pond
(a) septic tank
Retention time
Time of most wastewater flow
BODrem ->
Desludging interval
Inner width of septic tank
Min water depth at water outflow
Inner length of first chamber
Inner length of second chamber
sludge l/g BODrem.
Area of first chamber
Area of second chamber
Total area of septic tank

h / days

given
chosen
calcul
chosen
chosen
chosen
chosen
chosen
calcul
calcul
calcul
calcul

h
months
m
m
m
m
m³
m²
m²
m² / ha

18
12
1,06
12
2,5
2
13.110
6.554
0,0042
32.775
16.385
49.160

0,75

13.106
6553,25

4,916

(b) facultative ponds

Depth of ponds
Detention time
Number of ponds
Width of ponds
Area of each pond
Length of each pond
Total pond area

chosen
calcul
chosen
chosen
calcul
calcul
calcul

m
h / days
no
m
m²
m
m² / ha

1,6
224
2
9
155.969
27728
311.437

9,3

15,60
31,1

(c) maturation ponds
FC wanted
Detention time

table
chosen

no. FC/100 ml
h / day

Total amount of water
Amount of ponds
Depth of ponds
Total area of water
Width of ponds
Length of ponds

calcul
chosen
chosen
calcul
chosen
calcul

m³
no
m
m²/ha
m
m

TOTAL POND SYSTEM AREA

5000
168
374500
1
1,75
214.000
9
23.778

7

21,4

57,400

CALCULATIONS
Infiltration
to sewers

Sewage
flow

Total flow
(plus
infiltration)

calcul
m³/day
10700

calcul
m³/day
42800

calcul
m³/day
53500
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Total
Organic Load

BOD5
concentr

calcul
kg
21400

calcul
mg/l
400

CALCULATIONS
Max flow at
peak houres

settleable
SS/COD
ratio

COD
removal
rate

COD
outflow

BOD5
outflow

inner length
of first
chamber

length of
second
chamber

volume incl.
sludg

actual volume
of septic
tank

calcul
m³/h
4458

given
mg/l mg/l
0,42

calcul
%
34%

calcul
mg/l
503

calcul
mg/l
257

requir
m
13106,49

requir
m
6553,25

requir
m²
98.299

check
m³
98320,00

CALCULATIONS
BOD5 rem
factor
calcul
%
64%

BOD5 influent
Area of pond Aeral loading
amount
rate
calcul
mg/l
257

calcul
m²
311.937

calcul
kg/ha/day
440,0

Volume of
ponds
calcul
m³
499.100

Detention time
calcul
days
9,3

CALCULATIONS
FC
removal rate

FC
in effluent

BOD5 enfluent
amount

calcul

calcul
FC/100ml
1352

calcul
mg/l
24,0

6,20

BOD5 cum
removed
factor
calcul
%
94%

BOD5 removed BOD5 enfluent
factor
amount
calcul
%
122%

calcul
mg/l
-57

BOD5 cum
removed
factor
calcul
%
114

Appendix III: CALCULATION OF DEWAT-SYSTEM ACCORDING TO ARTHUR
(1983)
OPTION 1:
1° Anaerobic pond -> 2° Facultative pond
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-> 3° Maturation pond

WASTEWATER PRODUCTION PER CAPITA
user

BOD5
per user

water
consump
per user

given
number
535000

given
g/day
40

given
l/day
80

COD / BOD5
daily flow
of wastewater
ratio
given
mg/l mg/l
1,9

BOD5
concentr

COD
concentr

calcul
mg/l
500

approx
mg/l
950

calcul
m³/day
42800

GENERAL SPREAD SHEET FOR ANAEROBIC AND SEDIMENTATION PONDS
daily flow

COD in

BOD5 in

COD/BOD5

given
m³/d
42800

given
mg/l
950

given
mg/l
500

calcul
ratio
1,90

BOD5
COD/BOD5
COD
removal rate removal
removal rate
calcul
%
57%

calcul
factor
1,08

calcul
%
53%

settleable ambient temp
SS/COD ration
°C

HRT

chosen
given
h
mg/l mg/l
72
0,42
domestic -> 0,35-0,45
TREATMENT DATA

BOD5 removal factors
calculated acc to graphs

given
°C
25

f-HRT
57%

f-temp
100%

f-temp
100%

COD out

BOD5 out

org. Load
BOD5 on total
vol.

odourless
limit
of org.load

desludging
invertal

sludge
accum.

sludge
volume

calcul
mg/l
448

calcul
mg/l
215

calcul
g/m³*d
120

calcul
g/m³*d
263

chosen
months
60

calcul
l/g BOD
0,0023

calcul
m³
49578

DIMENSIONS

BIOGAS POTENTIAL

water
volume

depth of
pond

total area
of pond

width of
ponds

total length
of pond

number of
ponds

lenght of
each pond
if equal

methan
content

non-dissolv.
Methan prod.

potential
biogas
production

calcul
m³
128400

chosen
m
2,0

required
m²
88989

chosen
m
6,00

calcul
m
14831,4947

chosen
number
1

calcul
m
14831,4947

assumed
ratio
70%

assumed
ratio
50%

calcul
m³/d
5369,75

GENERAL SPREAD SHEET ON AEROBIC - FACULTATIVE PONDS, INPUT AND TREATMENT DATA
daily flow

COD in

BOD5 in

COD/BOD5

min water
temp

BOD5 out
(wanted)

BOD rem.

COD rem

COD out

BOD5 rem
factor for
HRT

HRT

desludging
interval

given
m³/d
42800

given
mg/l
448

calcul
mg/l
215

calcul
mg/l mg/l
2,08

given
°C
20

chosen
mg/l
30

calcul
%
86%

calcul
%
84%

calcul
mg/l
72

calcul
%
0,79

calcul
days
17,3

chosen
months
12

MATURATION POND 1 day HRT

TOTAL

DIMENSIONS OF AEROBIC - FACULTATIVE PONDS
accum
sludge
volume

permit
org. Load
BOD5

actual
org. Load
(BOD5)

depth
of ponds

total pond
area

number of
main ponds

width of
ponds

length of
each pond

area of
polish
pond

calcul
m³
17787,0
0,00624

calcul
g/m²*d
19,31

calcul
g/m²*d
19,3076923

chosen
m
1,6

calcul
m²
476598

chosen
No
1

chosen
m
9,00

calcul
m
52955,29

calcul
m²
26750,00

width of
length of
polish pond polish pond
chosen
m
5,00

calcul
m
5350,00

area of all
ponds
calcul
m²
503348

OPTION 2:
1° Septic tank -> 2° Facultative pond

-> 3° Maturation pond
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WASTEWATER PRODUCTION PER CAPITA
user

BOD5
per user

water
consump
per user

given
number
535000

given
g/day
40

given
l/day
80

COD / BOD5
daily flow
of wastewater
ratio
given
mg/l mg/l
1,9

BOD5
concentr

COD
concentr

calcul
mg/l
500

approx
mg/l
950

calcul
m³/day
42800

GENERAL SPREAD SHEET FOR SEPTIC TANK, INPUT AND TREATMENT DATA
daily
waste
water flow

time of
most waste
water flow

max flow at
peak hours

COD
inflow

BOD5
inflow

given
m³/day
42800

given
h
12

calcul
m³/h
3566,67

given
mg/l
950
COD/BOD 5 ->

given
mg/l
500

HRT
inside tank

1,90

settleable
SS/COD
ratio

COD
removal
rate

chosen
given
calcul
h
mg/l mg/l
%
18
0,42
34%
12-24 h 0,35 - 0,45 domestic

COD
outflow

BOD5
outflow

calcul
mg/l
629

calcul
mg/l
321

BODrem ->

1,06

actual volume
of septic
tank

biogas
70% CH4

50% dissolved

check
m³
81600,00

calcul
m³/d
3439,16

DIMENSIONS OF SEPTIC TANK
desludging
interval

inner width
of septic
tank

minimum
water depth
at water outlet

chosen
months
12

chosen
m
2,50

chosen
m
2,00

inner length
of first chamber
requir
m
10819,16

length of second
chamber

chosen
m
10900,00

requir
chosen
m
m
5409,58
5420,00
sludge l/g BODrem.
Total area of septic tank
40800

volume incl.
sludg
requir
m²
81143,71
0,0042

GENERAL SPREAD SHEET ON AEROBIC - FACULTATIVE PONDS, INPUT AND TREATMENT DATA
daily flow

COD in

BOD5 in

COD/BOD5

min water
temp

BOD5 out
(wanted)

BOD rem.

COD rem

COD out

BOD5 rem
factor for
HRT

HRT

desludging
interval

given
m³/d
42800

given
mg/l
629

calcul
mg/l
321

calcul
mg/l mg/l
1,96

given
°C
20

chosen
mg/l
30

calcul
%
91%

calcul
%
88%

calcul
mg/l
73

calcul
%
1,06

calcul
days
23,4

chosen
months
12

MATURATION POND 1 day HRT

TOTAL

DIMENSIONS OF AEROBIC - FACULTATIVE PONDS
accum
sludge
volume

permit
org. Load
BOD5

actual
org. Load
(BOD5)

depth
of ponds

total pond
area

number of
main ponds

width of
ponds

length of
each pond

area of
polish
pond

calcul
m³
27978,5
0,00624

calcul
g/m²*d
19,31

calcul
g/m²*d
19,3076923

chosen
m
1,6

calcul
m²
711571

chosen
No
1

chosen
m
9,00

calcul
m
79063,48

calcul
m²
26750,00

width of
length of
polish pond polish pond
chosen
m
5,00

calcul
m
5350,00

area of all
ponds
calcul
m²
738321

Appendix IV: THE WATER ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPES IN ANCIENT CHINESE
CITIES
Kongjian Yu, Dihua Li and Zhang Lei – The Graduate School of Landscape Architecture, Peking University, China. Published in “Transforming
with water” Edited by Wybe Kuitert in IFLA 2008 - Procedings of the 45th World Congress. Blauwdruk / Techne Press: The Netherlands
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Introduction

high land, (2) Building circumvallation and circumval-

The Yellow River alluvial plain is a catchment area

lating levees, and (3) excavating ponds.

where many cities have a history of suffering from,
and experience with flood and waterlog. The Yellow
River, known for its high sediment yield, has a high

Inhabiting high land

flooding frequency with differing quantities. The cites

There were some basic forms or strategies which

located in the downstream area of this river, acquired

were used to control floods and mitigate waterlog.

lots of valuable experience about how to control and

Choosing natural high land is an obvious occupation

mediate floods during the long struggling history

reason, mostly as main purpose to prevent floods.

against flood and silting disasters.

Though when there is more space needed for any de-

Nowadays China faces a booming development

velopment, other forms had to be found which were

which is based on economical and capitalist origins,

lying in lower, thus less suitable areas. Elevating of

but the same development neglects the associated

the ground for roads, blocks and buildings is a tool to

ecological and environmental degradation around

overcome this problem. Retention ponds were formed

China. The so-called “Art of survival” seems to be for-

with this process. The ground of the city was elevated

gotten in the ancient cities along the Yellow River. The

and the water from the waterlogged areas could be

former landscaping with the purpose to survive identi-

drained to the ponds.

fied the unique local landscapes.
“‘The art of survival’, which is a unique cultural heribeneficial to refer to, especially in present urban wa-

Building circumvallation and circumvallating
levees

ter system management, flood and waterlog control

Circumvallation most of the times is used as a mili-

planning and landuse planning.” That is the reason

tary defence facility. In the Yellow River alluvial plain

why this research was done and this paper was writ-

it also has a flood control function. Through this ar-

ten; to give a general introduction of the background

rangement floods could be effectively prevented from

and an in-depth analysis about the origin and devel-

entering into the city.

opment of the adaptive landscape in the Yellow River

The circumvallating levees are also commonly used

Alluvial Plain. This in order to provide a study which

flood protection implementations in this part of China.

can be used in the above mentioned disciplines.

In general it is a levee which surrounds the city partly

tage of the ancient Chinese people could still be

or totally. The circumvallating levees together with the
city circumvallation form a double protection measure

Flood and Waterlog Adaptive Landscapes

against floods. Where the circumvallation of the city

Inhabitants of the Yellow River Alluvial Plain attained

was paved with bricks to prevent erosion, the levees

much experience about flood control and ways to

were not paved and so they had to be planted with

adapt in these difficult situations where people strug-

vegetation. During floods silt will be deposited outside

gled to protect themselves against floods and water

the levee. This means that gradually the area outside

logging. According to this study ‘The water adaptive

the levee will elevate. When the circumvallating levees

landscapes in ancient Chinese cities’, these adapta-

did not function properly, the buffer zone between the

tions led to three differing strategies; (1) Inhabiting

city wall (circumvallation) and the circumvallating le

Introduction
The Yellow River alluvial plain is a catchment area
where many cities have a history of suffering from,
and experience with flood and waterlog. The Yellow
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River, known for its high sediment yield, has a high
flooding frequency with differing quantities. The cites
located in the downstream area of this river, acquired
lots of valuable experience about how to control and
0m

mediate floods during the long struggling history

250 m 500 m

against flood and silting disasters.

City of Caoxian: ponds formed by silting outside

Nowadays China faces a booming development

circumvallation

which is based on economical and capitalist origins,
but the same development neglects the associated
ecological and environmental degradation around
China. The so-called “Art of survival” seems to be forgotten in the ancient cities along the Yellow River. The
former landscaping with the purpose to survive identified the unique local landscapes.
“‘The art of survival’, which is a unique cultural heritage of the ancient Chinese people could still be
beneficial to refer to, especially in present urban water system management, flood and waterlog control
planning and landuse planning.” That is the reason
why this research was done and this paper was written; to give a general introduction of the background
and an in-depth analysis about the origin and devel-

0m

500 m

1000 m

opment of the adaptive landscape in the Yellow River
Alluvial Plain. This in order to provide a study which

City of Suixian: former city became a lake next to new

can be used in the above mentioned disciplines.

city

Flood and Waterlog Adaptive Landscapes
Inhabitants of the Yellow River Alluvial Plain attained
much experience about flood control and ways to
adapt in these difficult situations where people struggled to protect themselves against floods and water
logging. According to this study ‘The water adaptive
landscapes in ancient Chinese cities’, these adaptations led to three differing strategies; (1) Inhabiting
high land, (2) Building circumvallation and circumvallating levees, and (3) excavating ponds.
0m

500 m

1000 m

City of Shangqui: second circumvallation around pond
area
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Inhabiting high land

Excavating ponds

There were some basic forms or strategies which

The other characteristic of the cities in the Yellow River

were used to control floods and mitigate waterlog.

alluvial plain was the large water surface inside the

Choosing natural high land is an obvious occupation

city and just outside the circumvallation. There are

reason, mostly as main purpose to prevent floods.

several types and origins of the retention ponds. First

Though when there is more space needed for any de-

of all, during the constructing of the circumvallation

velopment, other forms had to be found which were

and the circumvallating levees moat was dug to build

lying in lower, thus less suitable areas. Elevating of

them. The created channels along the levees could

the ground for roads, blocks and buildings is a tool to

drain the flooded water, and the city was safeguarded

overcome this problem. Retention ponds were formed

from floods. Urban construction also needed earth to

with this process. The ground of the city was elevated

provide building materials and elevation of the block.

and the water from the waterlogged areas could be

In the nearby land ponds were created simultane-

drained to the ponds.

ously. Probably silting outside the city was the main
reason why ponds were created inside the lower lying city. Water from the waterlogged areas drained

Building circumvallation and circumvallating
levees

into the lower sites within the city to become ponds.

Circumvallation most of the times is used as a mili-

dug with as primary function to retain rain water and

tary defence facility. In the Yellow River alluvial plain

mitigate waterlog.

When the situation did not improve, ponds could be

it also has a flood control function. Through this arrangement floods could be effectively prevented from

The ponds took part in a system to prevent floods

entering into the city.

and waterlog from both the river and precipitation.

The circumvallating levees are also commonly used

The water surface area in many cities along the Yellow

flood protection implementations in this part of China.

river reached up to one third of its total area. That is

In general it is a levee which surrounds the city partly

why they started to talk about water cities in the Yellow

or totally. The circumvallating levees together with the

River alluvial plain.

city circumvallation form a double protection measure
against floods. Where the circumvallation of the city
was paved with bricks to prevent erosion, the levees

Functions of Ponds

were not paved and so they had to be planted with

The most important function of the ponds in the an-

vegetation. During floods silt will be deposited outside

cient Chinese cities was not different from the main

the levee. This means that gradually the area outside

function which the ponds have in Khulna. Their ori-

the levee will elevate. When the circumvallating levees

gin is the same; elevating land to build up on, and

did not function properly, the buffer zone between the

the ponds simultaneously function as flood retention

city wall (circumvallation) and the circumvallating le-

and waterlog drainage. Also in China, the ponds have

vees also got higher because of the silt deposits. At

many other functions like aquaculture, irrigation, fire

the end the part within the circumvallation became

fighting, recreation, military defence, etc.

the lowest part, which caused a demand of retention

Other mentioned functions in this research cohere

areas for the precipitation which could not be drained

with the modern point of views regarding ecology and

in the buffer area anymore. Ponds within the city were

planning. “Ponds in an urban environment are im-

the solution.

portant wetlands, which help to keep regional water
balance, act as significant habitats of native species
and wildlife and provide other diverse ecological ser-

vices”.

the Chinese cities and their inhabitants had planned

Many factors which influence the water system differ

city walls and circumvallating levees. The first inten-

between Bangladesh and China, but the applied prin-

tion of the Chinese was to protect themselves against

ciples are fairly the same.

floods by these walls and levees, which caused a later
necessity for ponds due to the silting and elevating of
the surrounding areas of the city. In Khulna, the inhab-

Conclusion of Yu, Li and Lei’s study

iting of higher land was the main occupation strategy,

The ancient forms to protect against floods and water-

but the second strategy was to dig a pond to elevate

log like the strategies of inhabiting on high land, build-

your house, mostly on an individual level.

ing circumvallation and retention ponds have helped
many cities in the Yellow River alluvial plain to sustain
for centuries. Nowadays, the booming development
in China faces many problems. The ignorance of the
“Art of survival” has led to a loss of the valuable local landscapes and functional traditional forms, but
especially to a loss of ponds and lakes within the city.
Next to this cultural loss, the most important problem
is the coinciding floods and waterlog. Normally a city
functioned well in flood control when approximately
30% of the total surface was made up of ponds.
“By 2000, the urban water surface only accounts
for 16,2% of the total area, which has decreased by
nearly 50%. … In the past years, the decreased water
body has proven to be responsible for various water
related natural disasters, including waterlog, floods,
drop of underground table, drought in the spring and
summer, degradation of wildlife habitat, decrease of
biodiversity, and the loss of recreational resources
and local entity.”
This study tends to make people aware and make
them understand the essential meanings behind the
morphology of the ‘water city’ and take care of the
flood adaptive landscape.

Reflection on Khulna
Both Bangladesh and China worked with the same
tools to protect and prevent floods. Ponds became
important elements in the hydrological cycle. The big
difference is the “planned layout” and the scale on
which the city of Khulna is planned against the cities in
the Yellow River alluvial plain. It seems that many cities
in Bangladesh were built up more individually, where
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